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Hollywood Addictions
■ All the glamour of being
famous comes at a high cost.
Some turn to drugs and alcohol, while others just cannot
take the pressure. Hollywood
stars, such as Ben Affleck and
Paula . Poundstone, have
checked themselves into clinics. Get the latest scoop in this
week's feature about problems
in the fast lane.
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Research gets $93 million boost

4

Construction wreaks havoc
on commuters and residents
as SCDOT widens Hwy. 93.
However, is the construction
unsafe, and are they working
hard or hardly working?

$93 million in research funding awards for the past fiscal year
smashed the University's previous record of $69 million. The
increase will help the University
expand its research and progress
its move toward and past its $100
million goal.
Dr.
Chris
Przirembel,
University Vice President for
Research, attributes the growth
primarily to faculty members
working longer and harder on
proposals and asking for larger
grants for their research.
"The colleges (within the
University) ■ have hired very
strong faculty, and we have built
a reputation nationally," he said.
Przirembel also asserts that
the University's three missions,
teaching, research and public service, overlap and support each
other, as evidenced through
many projects. There are 150 students currently involved in
research in local hospitals, helping many people below the
poverty line to receive the assistance they qualify for.

UPDATE READY: Many labs across campus, none of which are yet open, will boast the results of thefunding.
Clemson research also aids
economic development, especially in South Carolina, by developing new products for companies
and providing a more experienced work force. In addition, it is
the most effective solution to the
unemployment problem, as it

creates small start-up companies
with job vacancies, according to
Przirembel.
While convention may limit
research to faculty and graduate
students, Clemson undergraduates are also highly involved in
research projects. Some students

receive funds for Departmental
Honors projects or summer
research experiences. Others earn
money working for research faculty.
The $93 million in awards not
SEE

MONEY, PAGE 8

Wireless network Police warn of scams
comes to campus
► Outrageous phone bills
may plague students.

Student Arrested After Car
Accident
Last Tuesday, University police
arrested freshman Alexander
William Choren, 18, of Grafton,
Wis., following an early morning
automobile accident involving
several University students.
Choren faces one felony count
of driving under the influence,
plus charges of leaving the scene
of an accident with personal
injury, having an open container
in a moving vehicle, and possession of false identification. He was
arraigned at the University
Municipal Court and is in
Clemson City Jail on a $5,000
surety bond.
World-class packing expert
joins Clemson faculty
A cutting-edge department at
the University grows sharper
with the addition of an internationally recognized expert. Jorge
Marcondes has accepted the
Trustee's Chair in Packaging
Science. A noted engineer, professor, researcher and author,
Marcondes joins the Clemson
packaging department this fall,
leaving San Jose State University,
California, after seven years.
Brazilian by birth, he has been
a university professor in New
Zealand and Australia. At San
Jose State in California, he coordinated the packaging program,
overseeing student recruitment,
teaching, student placement,
research and fund raising. During
his academic career, Marcondes
has been instrumental in obtaining approximately $1.7 million for
research, development and train

tag.

► DCITimplements new
changes for convenience.
DANEIL LOWREY

staff writer
Technology is catching up
with the hype here at the
University. Imagine a network
system so fast that it can email
roughly 250 lengthy Western
Civilization papers, in less than
once second, cableless and wire-

campus. Anyone with a laptop
and a University userlD can now
use a wireless networking card—
they run from about $160 to $180
in stores—to connect to the network, bypassing the need for
cables or wires.
Wireless zones have been
placed in several of the more
prominent areas on campus,
including the Hendrix Center, the
Cooper Library, and Daniel,

BRIAN LEONARD/suff photographer

NETWORKED: DCIT installs a wireless network throughout campus.
less.
That technology has arrived.
While many students spent their
summer managing the neighborhood lemonade stand and strategically applying tan-in-a-can,
DCIT and ResCom were hard at
work upgrading the campus network. For most students, the most
notable advance is the implementation of wireless networking on

Brackett, Riggs and Martin Halls.
Other terminals in the Fernow
Street Cafe and Lee Library are in
the works.
However, one major drawback
to the wireless LAN, according to
DCIT's Robinson, is that it utilizes
"shared bandwidth," which could
mean that if a disproportionate
SEE NET, PAGE 8

KYLE RUSNAK

staff writer

On August 29, University Police
Captain Mac McCrary received an
email from Dewey Smith of the
Pickens
County
Sheriff's
Department regarding a new telephone scam that was affecting people across the United States. On the
night he received the news, Captain
McCrary sent out a mass email to
University students warning about
the latest con. He wanted to make
everyone aware so they would not
fall prey to this money-making
scam.
The scam affects people by leaving messages on their answering
machine about something urgent.
The message then instructs its
recipients to call a phone number
with an area code of 809, 284, or
876, which are area codes belonging
to the Caribbean nations. Calling
these numbers can be like calling
900 numbers in the United States,
but with much steeper charges of
up to $2,425 per minute.
Since these area codes are based
in the Caribbean, they are not regulated by any U.S. laws. Therefore,
they are not required to notify
callers that they are being charged.
They also do not need to have a minimum time period where callers are
not charged; as soon as a call is
picked up, a bill will begin to be
charged.
When asked if there were any
steps students could take to avoid
future phone scams, McCrary
responded, "If something sounds
too good to be true, it probably is."
Another thing to watch for is the
fact that there is no need to dial "011"
to reach these Caribbean numbers,
unlike most foreign nations. On the
contrary, their area codes look much
like ours do, and are dialed the same

RING RING!: Scandal may leave
students with a hefty phone bill.
way. Even better, students can also
call their long-distance carrier and
ask them to put an international
block on their telephone line, keeping anyone using their phone from
calling a pay number.
Note that this is not a new scam,
but a recent resurrection of an old,
popular one. It showed up last year,
and two years before that, according
to Verizon Wireless, and has used
area codes in both the Caribbean
and Canada, since neither location
requires the "011" code. Some area
codes in the Caribbean to watch for,
besides the three already mentioned, are 264,345,473 and 868:
There is another new permutation of this scam which involves
email. With this version, students
may get an email telling them about
an overdue bill that they must pay
over the phone, or else risk being
sued or jailed. The phone number is
in the Caribbean, and will charge
the person an exorbitant fee to talk
to a recording.
If anyone happens to make the
mistake of calling one of these
numbers and gets charged, and a
long-distance company refuses to
credit one's account, one can call the
FCC at (888) 225-5322.
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Utah college awaits the birth of a cloned cow
NATALIE LARSON

The Utah statesman (Univ. of Utah)
In 1992, the animal science
department at Utah State
University began researching
cloning. Now they are expecting
the birth of a cloned cow in
November. The department has
been working on the project in
collaboration with another group
in the Boise area.
Dr. Kenneth White, a professor
of reproductive biology in the
animal and veterinary science
department, heads the project.
"It's really got the potential to
have a tremendous impact on
mankind directly, not just for the
agricultural perspective," White
said.
He said the group has had success in the past with cows and
sheep, though more recent projects involving rabbits and an
endangered breed of wild sheep
have not been successful.
The project is receiving funding through a National Institute
of Health grant from a company
called X-Y Genetics, whose goal
is to identify production traits
like milk and better carcasses for
leather.
White said the cow used to
create the clone was a Holstein
who produced more than 50,000
pounds of milk in a 4- to 5-year
period. This is more than twice
the normal amount.
"She's a tremendous animal,"
he explains.
Currently, the cow is in its
third trimester at 180 days. White
said the first and second
trimesters have the most risk for
losses at 50 and 25 percent
respectively. The last trimester

only has about a 10 to 15 percent
risk, but one of White's colleagues while cloning buffaloes
in Thailand, lost the fetus in the
last week.
"I try not to get too excited,"
White said.
USU's lab is producing the
embryos which are implanted in
recipients. They are then taken
by the Idaho co-operators who
manage the pregnancy and care
of the animals.
Out of 10 transfers, only one
or two of the- recipient cows will
become pregnant at best.
"It is a truly collaborative project," he said. "They're really in
good care."
To<create the clone, White uses
a microscope and micro-manipulators to take the chromosomes
out of an egg cell and put an
adult cell inside. Then they fuse
the two together.
The eggs are harvested from
slaughterhouses, and about 10
come from each ovary. They've
been working for years studying
the messages sperm use to tell an
egg it's fertilized. It then takes
about seven to eight days before
the cells are ready to transplant.
With White and another visiting scientist working, they can
produce 150 to 200 of these
clones per day. Only 10 to 15 percent of these will develop.
"Sometimes it does get repetitive, but it's still fun. I like to have
a small part in making a baby
cow," he said.
White thinks this project will
probably continue for another
year but there are no plans for
different animals yet. They are
now trying to make the process
more efficient by eliminating
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•An agreement has been made that will allow some stem cell
research to continue. The Bush administration announced
Wednesday that they have agreed with the Wisconsin Alumni
Research Foundation to let federally funded researchers obtain
patents. The foundation holds the patents. These researchers will be
allowed to work with five existing embryonic stem cell lines that
were developed at the University of Wisconsin. They will be allowed
to freely publish their results, but the federal government will take
ownership of any discoveries made from this research.
•A bomb explosion occurred outside of a Roman Catholic school
in Belfast, Northern Ireland, Wednesday. The handmade bomb
exploded outside the Holy Cross Roman Catholic School as police
were trying to protect the schoolgirls from Protestants that were
rioting nearby. The Red Hand Defenders, members of an outlawed
Protestant group, were trying to attack Catholic parents and police
officers. They were accusing the Catholics of attacking their homes,
which are located close to the school. The protesting had been going
on continuously for three days. One police officer was injured in the
explosion.
•Terry Nichols, a conspirator in the Oklahoma City bombing,
announced earlier this week that he would accept the life sentence
that he had received in his federal court trial. This would cause him
to avoid having a state trial. If tried at a state court, Nichols would
have a chance of receiving the death penalty.
•A Palestinian disguised in Orthodox Jew's clothing committed a
suicide bombing in Jerusalem, Israel, on Wednesday. One nearby
police officer was severely injured in the incident, while another suffered only wounds. Twenty civilians were also injured in the blast.
The two police officers became suspicious of the man when they
noticed his backpack. They stopped him before he could reach a
busy intersection full of people rushing to work and school that
morning. This was the fifth bombing that had occurred over a 24hour period.
•A fire burned through the downtown tourist district of Nassau,
Bahamas, Tuesday afternoon. The fire swept along Bay Street,
Nassau's main road and tourist attraction. The fire began in the
Straw Market, a bazaar along the road. Officials stated that it was
still too early to determine the cause. The Tourism Ministry, an office
complex, restaraunts, and the back portion of the island's national
museum, The Pompey Museum, were all destroyed. No injuries were
reported.
•A man held hostage nine employees of a small town bank on
Tuesday in' Lowell, Indiana. The gunman, David Putchen, 39,
demanded two Big Macs and cigarettes in order to release the
employees. He entered the bank with a shotgun and demanded that
someone call the police. The hostages were released throughout the
morning as he received food, cigarettes, and messages from police
negotiators. Putchen did not want any money and remained calm
throughout the hold up.

losses. They are also trying to
understand why the losses exist.
They would like to increase the
percentage of clones that develop
to 30 or 40 percent.
White said he'd like to do
more research with the wild
sheep which had not been funded enough to complete. One of
the sheep in the previous projects
carried a fetus for 40 days. He
believes with more funding it
will be successful.
"We'll see where this research
takes us," he said. "It could open
the door to something else."
"I don't think there's any reason it can't be done. Once the
technology is in place it sometimes takes brute force, but if you
keep doing it, eventually it
works." said John Morrey, a
research professor at USU.
For some groups of people, the
idea of cloning is unethical and
immoral. This has become a topic
of continual debate.
NEWSC0M.COM
Many people have a misconTWINS:
Scientists
at
Utah
State
University
await
the
newest
arrival
to
ception about animal cloning
their
cloning
research.
because they automatically lump
it with human cloning. The two human cloning repulsive are fit.
are entirely different from an eth- ideas that it could break down
"There's no more added disical perspective, Morrey said.
the family structure because a tress with this than with any
The researchers who first father and mother are not typical farming operation,"
cloned Dolly the sheep didn't required in this type of asexual Morrey said.
even have the word "cloning" in reproduction. These problems are
The success of the technology
their patent application, and had not involved with animal has lead to an increase of a lab
no intention whatsoever to move cloning, Morrey said, because per month, White said.
toward human cloning. Ethics animals don't have those family
White currently employs
are defined by what the common . ties.
some undergraduates through
man thinks is good or bad. The
With the ethics around ani- work study, two graduate stuvast majority of people see a dif- mal testing, Morrey said they dents, a lab technician and a visference in the ethics surrounding look at the welfare of the animals iting scientist.
people and animals, he said.
and the purpose behind the testHe teaches two classes in the
"Most people feel ethics are ing, which is to improve meat Spring, one on animal reproducmore stringent with people," composition, marketability for tion for undergraduates and one
Morrey said.
the livestock industry, and food on reproductive technology for
Some of the things that make producers and consumers bene- graduates..
-r -r
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Universit
race criteria from scholarships
KIMBERLY ANNE LOPEZ

Independent Florida Alligator (U. FL)
The

University

of

Florida

Foundation announced
last
Wednesday that UF will no longer
award scholarships based on race.
"Scholarships are only one part
of a comprehensive strategy the
University is using to ensure our
student body can remain diverse,"
Provost David Colburn said in a
statement last week.
In his statement, Colburn said
strong recruiting efforts, strengthening relationships with partner
high schools and improving the
campus climate would ensure UF
is welcoming to all students.
Because significant modifications
have been made during the past
few years to make scholarships
racially non exclusive to meet federal regulations, the scholarships
in question are those that use race
as a preference and not a requirement.
Students who currently receive
assistance through any minority
program will not be affected by the
decision.
"I strongly disagree with it," said
Morgan Ellis, a member of
Minority Ambassadors, a group
aimed at aiding minority students.
"Depleting these programs for
minorities further decreases the
number of minorities at UF"
While the enrollment of black
and Hispanic students is projected
at 7,728 this year, an all-time high,
the number for each group has
decreased in comparison to last
fall. This time last year, 819 black
students were enrolled. But this
year, only 461 are enrolled;
Hispanic enrollment is down to 711
from 838 last year.
Ellis, who receives a scholarship
through the Office of Admissions
MINAMBA program, said she feels

j
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COMPLIMENTS OF UNIVERSITY OF FLORID/1

GATOR SCHOLAR: UniverstyofFlori da disregards raceJor scholarships.

this is all a result of Gov. Jeb Bush's
One Florida Plan , an order by the
governor that ended racial preferences in admissions.
The UF decision comes after the
U.S. 11th Circuit Court'of Appeals
- a circuit that includes Florida ruled Monday that using race as a
basis for admission is unconstitutional.
The appeal made by the state of
Georgia was in response to a claim
filed by three white women who
were denied admission to the
University of Georgia in 1999
Aimee Bog-row, Jennifer Johnson
and Molly Ann Beckenhauer claim
the use of race and gender in the
University's admissions process is

unconstitutional.
"[Minorities] are already at a disadvantage of being accepted to UE"
said sophomore Brandy Jones, who
receives a scholarship. "Those who
do succeed and deserve to be
rewarded will be significantly hurt
by these rulings."
Jones receives a $2,000 scholarship for black students, and she
said statistics have given ample
support to show that many
minorities trying to receive a higher-level education come from families with lower incomes than nonminority groups.
UF Foundation Spokesman
Chris Brazda could not be reached
for comment late Thursday.
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InMemorium: Lost Tigers Parking woes continue
Clemson's graduate program until
he received a job at Tidewater
Construction Company last May.
While at the University, Bob took
part in many of the University's
civil engineering organizations. He
was part of an honored team at the
National Student Steel Bridge
Competition last May, was an active
member of the Hurricane research
team at the Wind Load Test Facility
at Clemson, and was a participant
* William Edmund Beach of the concrete canoe team, to name
a few. Bob is remembered by his
William "Bill" Edmund Beach, friends and family as being a very
•20, of Mt. Pleasant, SC, died June 17, creative, hardworking young man
2001, after falling from the stands of and a Southerner at heart.
Memorial Stadium. Born in West
Monroe, La, he is the son of Paul and
•Marsha Beach. William was a
sophomore at the University, majoring in computer science and with a
minor in physics and philosophy.
•Technically savvy, he worked as a
computer technician and electrician. He had graduated from Bishop
England High School, where he participated in many sports and activities. At the University, he was active
in organizations such as BSU and
James Brett Ringer
was a DCIT staff member.

•

Robert William Twilley

Robert "Bob" William Twilley,
24, of' Kensington, Maryland, died
July 20, 2001, after receiving
* injuries from a fire. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. William Howard
Twilley. Bob received his degree in
civil engineering and was in

James "Brett" Ringer, 24, of Rock
Hill, SC died July 19, 2001, in an
explosion while at work at Melrose
South Pyrotechnics, where he was
regularly employed in the summers.
He is the son of James E. Ringer, Jr.,
and Nancy Zygadlo Ringer. Brett, 24,
graduated from Clemson in May
2001 with a degree in Economics
and was planning on returning to
the University this fall for grad
school. While attending the
University, Brett worked in the
Athletic Department. He worked in
the football team's videotape department. Faculty and students remember him as a very likeable, hardworking, and intelligent individual.

► Parkinggorage may not
be in near future, and students continue to complain.
MATT WILLIAMS

staff writer

Richard Axel Gillis
Richard "Axel" Gillis, of
Anderson, SC, died April 28, 2001.
He is the 21 year old son of Michael
and Sara Ann Gillis. Axel was a
junior majoring in financial management before he was fatally
stabbed last spring. He was a member of the Kappa Sigma fraternity
and had been employed at Charlie
T's. Family and friends describe
Axel as a very generous man,
always willing to reach out to others, and one who stood out in a
crowd. He was a "breathtaking
individual" who enjoyed life to the

Jennifer Lauren Farrell
Jennifer Lauren Farrell, of
Marietta, Ga., died in a vehicle accident August 17, 2001. She is the
daughter of Walter and Carol
Farrell. Jennifer, 19, was a sophomore at the University, majoring in
speech and communications. On
campus, she was very active and a
member of the Alpha Delta Pi sorority. Fun-spirited, she was also an
accomplished dancer. Family and
friends describe Jennifer as outgoing and always cheerful. Jennifer
loved everyone at Clemson and was
hnrn tn bp a Tiger

we'll push jou to
then tell you to jump<
You know it's in you, The desire to go farther. To start where
others stop. It's why you should consider Army ROTC. It's a
class where you'i! face unique challenges while developing
Skills like how to think on your feet and be a good leaden
Register today. And hold oh tight.
ARMY ROTC Onlike any other college course you cau take*
We will be happy to provide you
with more information by calling
Captain Griffin or SFC Fryar @6563107, GO TIGERS'

For many students here at the
University, finding a good parking
space can often seem harder than
understanding the intricacies of
quantum physics and less pleasant
than attending a Friday afternoon
chemistry lab.
"Parking is inconvenient," said
Ashley Pike, a freshman. Other students mirror her opinion, saying
that parking so far away from everything is irritating. Students have
looked to the Parking Services office
for solutions.
Lately, rumors have circulated
about the possibility of a parking
garage being built on campus. Joe
Granger, administrative coordinator of parking, says Parking Services
is "working to investigate that possibility." A parking garage could
increase inner-campus parking dramatically.
Frustrated campus drivers
should not get too excited just yet:
the possibility of getting a parking
garage on campus looks bleak.
'T don't know that the people of
Clemson are willing to support the
type of fees it would take to build
and operate it," Granger stated in a
recent interview. "While it might be
convenient to one or two buildings,
a parking garage may not be the
answer" to everyone's parking problems.
Granger went on to say, "Parking
is self-supporting - fees from parking permits and citations are
returned to campus in the form of
parking-related services."
As a result, a parking garage
could not be built without a substantial hike in parking fees. Parking
Services receives no tuition dollars,
so the tuition increase approved in
July will not be of help. Just over
half of Parking Services' budget is
collected from permits, with the
remainder provided by citations.
However, Parking Services is in
the midst of alternate plans to ease
parking problems. Granger notes,
"We are working now to expand the
R-l parking lot," because "the number of cars East Campus students
are bringing is more than R-l can
handle." The expansion, which is
still in the "architectural engineering and design phase," will open
more spaces for students and will
also "free up other spaces for use by
commuters and employees."
Granger also cites the recent

BRIAN LE0NATO/.,uff photographer

PARKING IT: Parkinggarages are in
the minds of many students.
opening of 200 spaces for the new
East Campus Apartments and
improvements in visitor parking at
Sikes Hall. Permits are also now
required for motorcycles and mopeds.
Construction on campus continues to contribute to parking woes.
Renovation of the Calhoun
Mansion has eliminated several visitor spaces in front of Holmes Hall,
and the future expansion of Fike
will temporarily close all of E-05
and permanently eliminate approximately half of its spaces. In the
meantime, employee parking will
be relocated onto Williamson Road,
which is currently composed of
commuter spaces. Parking Services
is letting students use those spaces
for as long as possible until the
expansion of Fike begins in
December.
Granger noted that rather than
parking in unauthorized areas or
circling for parking spaces, "it would
be more convenient for commuter
students to park in the perimeter
lots" and ride the bus into campus.
"We have a really nice transit system to get them back to campus,"
said Granger, referring to Clemson
Area Transit, which was recently
voted the Best Transit System in
South Carolina. CAT. buses make
stops at the major student parking
lots approximately every 15 minutes and often more frequently. In
addition, "nice, new buses will be
online for the spring semester."
For students' convenience, CAT.
buses also run between lots on days
prior to and after home football
games, when cars must be moved
from West Campus to allow for
parking around Death Valley.
Granger was proud to offer an
"accolade to West Campus residents" who moved their cars for last
week's Central Florida game.
"Less cars were in reserved spots
for this opening football game than
for any other opener in a long time,"
he said.

LSAT

The October 6th
LSAT is approaching!
Get the score
that gets you in.
It's not too late
Classes on campus
starting Sept 9, 2001

Call or visit us online today to enroll!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
AOL keyword: Kaplan
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Construction on 93
is getting really old
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The workers redoing Highway 93 seem
to care little about students' needs.
It seems like it was only yesterday that The Tiger complained
in this very column about the
problems that all the road construction has created. We had
hoped that things would be different in the fall, but alas, they are
not. In fact, one could say that the
situation has worsened. ■
We know that the road construction on highway 93 is not
supposed to be completed for a
while (August 2002, to be exact).
However, we have noticed an
increase in the amount of unnecessary inconvenience that is
occurring on the stretch of road
between Bi-Lo and campus.
First of all, anyone who was
here this summer probably
noticed the lack of efficiency and
speed employed by the road
workers as they sat around, day
after day, apparently doing nothing. Why does it take at least 5
state-employed highway workers
to do a single man's job? These
people seemed to do little work
all summer, and now we're paying for it.
Has anyone else noticed that
the process of expanding 93
seemed to speed up as football
season approached? Yeah, yeah,
we know the alumni mean more
to this school than the students
do. The university would be nothing without its students, though,
and it hurts to see that a bigger
effort is made'-®ri'Iy when the
alumni stand tb be affected.
Secondly, now that the semester is in full swing, and masses of
students are commuting to
school every day, the geniuses
who are working on the highway
feel the need to shut down lanes
at times of peak traffic. Of course,
8 o'clock in the morning is the
perfect time to turn 93 into one

lane from Bi-Lo to the start of
campus. It would be silly to move
the shut-down to another time of
day when traffic is less heavy.
Obviously, inconveniencing students is not a problem for these
people. The important thing is
that the roads are clear for game
days.
We at The Tiger have some
suggestions for the road crew. We
think working at night is a great
idea. Anyone who has ever driven
through Atlanta at 2 o'clock in
the morning while road construction was going on knows
what we're talking about. Just put
up some big bright lights and
pull a few all-nighters.
Also, try working a bit more
quickly. Five men do not actually
have to supervise while one guy
digs a hole. And, if you work a little more efficiently (for example,
less standing around and more
actual work), you'll finish the job
faster and everyone will be
happy.
It is unfortunate that our tax
money goes to pay people who
obviously don't really want to do
their jobs. Sometimes, those of us
that work for this newspaper
don't want to stay up all night
finishing a layout, but we do it
because student funds are supporting us, and we get it done on
time.
Jo all the workers on highway
93: get it in gear, and have some
respect for us students for a
change.
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view of
THE TIGER senior staff. In representing the majority view, the lead editorial
may not represent the individual view
of any particular member.

Will America lose its cultural identities?

B

orn here. Raised here. Yes, I've
been in America my whole
life. I even grew up in the
same hometown for 18 years. I
don't regret it, but now, I realize
what it has taught me.
Ironically, just like the average
American, I am no different in
these facts. As American citizens,
we were all raised with a similar
doctrine. However, each day, I am
questioning this preset foundation,
as I have now
been exposed to
something different, something
unique and eye
opening.
In discovering
his own life, Rene
Descarte, a
famous 17th century philosopher, said, "By seeing
many things which, even though
they seemed very extravagant and
ridiculous to us, were still widely
accepted and approved by other
great peoples, I learned not to
believe anything too firmly about
which I had been convinced by
example and custom alone."
My questions are simple, but are
not conducive for an easy answer.
What are my values? What do I
love in life? Where did these things
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than global cooperation. Recently
we exhibited our stance with the
explicit denial of international
agreements, namely, the Kyoto
treaty, germ warfare convention,
small arms treaty, and our destruction of the Anti-ballistic missile
treaty.
Yes, some will hurt our corporations. Some might be difficult for
our society to bear, but in the new
global age, our existence does not
depend on America alone, but the
rest of the world.
In.asking my questions, I wonder, "How do I want America to be?"
Am I content with the superficiality of society? Do I like everything
standar&ediUs thisia society,>a culture, and a world that bwakit to
continue living in? Is it where I
want my children to be?
The cultures and values of the
world are amazing. They left me
with an attitude of accommodation
and openness. Most importantly,
they reminded me that my life, my
world, is not limited to this
American frame.
So, what question do I answer
first?
Joseph Godsey is a sophomore
majoringinCPE. Email comments
to letters@tiger.clemson.edu.
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come from? Am I considering all
the possibilities or is my perspective narrowed by my own naivety?
These things are approached on
a personal level, but also relate to
many things that we face as a society. On a national level, it makes me
wonder. Do I like the sweeping
commercialization that has hit
America? Is the culture and heritage of America fading to this new
era? Am I happy that I wherever I
go I can find my
Walmart,
McDonald's and
Eckerd's?
Frankly, I think
we have
achieved part of
our "melting
pot." Now, we are
the same everywhere; we have happily accepted
this overwhelming commercial
presence. And so I ask, "Is this an
America we should be proud of?"
On a global level, the world is
undergoing unprecedented
changes in globalization. In Europe,
national cultures are continually
compromising for the economic
promises of the European Union. In
our National view, as set by our
new administration, we are more
concerned with our own livelihood

Tuition increases are
the Devil
While last week's issue was
dedicated to kissing administrative
ass, I was hoping you would consider offering the other viewpoint:
Tuition Increase Is The Work Of
The Devil.
When I received the letter in
my mailbox in Orlando: "Have a
great summer, and 750 more dollars when you show up in the fall!",
I knew this was the work of
Beezlebub. I immediately called
all my friends in South Carolina,
who told me that the state had cut
funding, so more loot was needed
if we were to become a top 20
school. I moaned and griped about
state budget cuts not being my
problem, but took solace in the fact
we were both selling pints of blood
for the same $750. Then, while
attending summer school (at three
times the rate of in-state students,
as usual), Satan's little helpers
dropped an email in my box to
inform me that additional state
funds had been received, and instate students were getting a $600
reprieve. It was at this point that
my toilet clogged and bullshit
started flying everywhere. First
there was the "no state money for
me" logic, but as a Floridian if I

was expected to contribute $750
one columnist that lacks the abili(15 pints) to offset the state cuts,
, ty and creativity to write about
wouldn't I be entitled to some of
anything other than his sexual
my money back if the state provid- preference. WILL, WE ALL
ed more funds? Then came the "we KNOW YOU'RE GAY, AND WE
want to be top 20" logic, but I will
DON'T CARE. This does not mean
not benefit anymore from top 20
that I am homophobic or prejustatus than the SC resident that
diced; it simply means that I am
paid $150. In the end, as a non-resi- tired of reading about what turns
dent I am supposed to accept: "out- you on. Being a Tiger reader, 1
of-state tuition is still comparable
quickly realized that the only
to what others charge." which
information you offer in your artiroughly translates, "We realize out- cles reflect your experiences of
of-state students are completely
mistreatment and prejudice
powerless to object to our rate
toward homosexuals. If any other
hikes, so be grateful it was only
columnist constantly wrote about
$750, bitch!" I just hope that my
their sex life, I would address this
degree does not depreciate as fast
letter to them, but you are the only
as my textbooks (down 80% this
one who feels the need to discuss
week).
your sexual experiences with the
entire Clemson campus. Gay or
straight, no one cares.
Brad Harris

mathematical sciences

Keri Smith

psychology

Columnist needs
change of subject
Normally letters to the editor
refer to a specific article that provokes some reaction from the reader. This letter, however, is not
directed at one article, but rather to

Letters to the editor should be no
more than 500 words. They should
include the author's name, signature, and phone number. They will
be checked for authenticity. Letters
may be edited for clarity and
grammar.
THE TIGER
staff
reserves the right to edit, print or
omit all letters submitted to the
editor.
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. The philosophy of Ronald Reagan The secrets of success at Clemson
Every morning while drinking my first
glass of Coca Cola™, I thank the good
Lord that I have the honor and privilege of being an American.
As a God fearing American, I only wear
blue jeans and white T-shirts. It's not
because they are in style - which they are.
It's not because I like them - which I do.
It's because I care about culture.
I admit, I used to approach the
American dream with great trepidation. I
blame this on a flamboyant youth culture
based around masked liberalism. But with
age comes wisdom and a great appreciation for all that is right
and beautiful about my
country. As an older and
more responsible citizen,
I have come to appreciate
the finer things in life.
I revel in a brisk walk
through suburbia, a trip
to the local McDonalds™
or a drive through the countryside in my
SUV. What is disconcerting though, is that
there is an entire subculture devoted to
changing this glorious lifestyle that all
Americans are free to enjoy. In the past, we
dealt with these people by saying, "Get a
haircut and a job - hippie." But that's not
enough anymore; I think it's time that we
required all citizens to read Ronald
Reagan's autobiography An American Life.
Without knowing Ronald Reagan, it is
impossible to appreciate or understand
modern American culture.
Growing up during the '80s, I never
noticed Ronald Reagan. I had a happy
childhood uncorrupted by Reagan's political ideology. All I knew was that times
were good. I spent most of my childhood
building forts, swimming in the neighbor's
pool and exploiting the lucrative lemonade stand business. And I can assure you
that I never paid taxes on any of that
lemonade money. Ronald Reagan would
have been proud.
gniAfter reading Reagan's^biography, I discovered that my bfesseidnyouth was a
byproduct of Reagan's vision for America. I
realized.that I was a de facto Reaganite.

The autobiography taught me so much
about Ronald Reagan; it taught me so
much about America.
Lesson number one: The free market is
an automatic system of justice. With a free
market, inefficiencies are removed and
people are free to make money. Contrary to
popular belief, money is not the root of all
evil. When money is involved, the outcome
is always correct. If somebody is willing to
pay for something, it cannot be all that bad
- right?
Lesson number two: Global warming
does not exist. Ronald Reagan coined the
term "junk science" to
combat the liberal conclusion that our planet is
changing. Nothing should
be done to combat global
warming because it does
not exist. We should trust
our planet to industry and
the consumers that support industry.
Lesson number three: Trickle down economics help the poor. More importantly
though, it helps the rich. It is a win win
situation. If rich people have money to
spend, then poor people have money
spend. If you can't understand this, then
you don't deserve to call yourself an
American.
Lesson number four: Communism is the
greatest threat to the American way of life.
Communism did not fail because it was an
ineffective form of government. It failed
because Reagan realized that it was bad,
and he used his powers to put an end to
the threat.
With fading memories of the Reagan
era, the threat of communism is once
again real. This time Communism exists
within our own border, and it rears its ugly
face under the guise liberalism. Liberalism
is an affront to American culture. Do your
part to stop it; read Ronald Reagan's autobiography.
Rob Barnett is a graduate student studying
Power. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

Once again we are off to the races for
the seasoned and expeditious experience for the neos. The excitement of
seeing old friends and meeting new ones is
illuminating just so you can discuss the
greatest intellectual topics of the day or
gossip about your unvirtuous summer. In
addition, students are getting another year
under their belts as graduation becomes
more of a reality than a youthful wish.
Even though seniors have begun to
count down the days and hours prior to
graduation, and freshmen are counting
down to the first long break in which they
can rest from the underestimated tediousness of
classes, there exists the
realities of the "long line
syndrome." Where it
seems as though one
must forever wait in
some line—Housing,
Financial Aid, Registrar,
Bursar, Dining Facility, Bookstore, and etc.
This syndrome normally causes irritation,
aggravation, disparity, intimidation,
despair and discontent. However, I say
unto you: do not get angry, and keep the
faith, because the day is nearly at hand
whereby you can enjoy the auspicious
Clemson Culture.
Clemson is truly a diverse and progressive University, which is ascending on the
national level, and for this I am proud. We
have a dynamic institution starting from
the President and Board of Trustees, and
equally as important we have prime-time
Professors who are diligently assisting our
improvement. We are attempting to
become a Top 20 university. It is in your
best interests to visit our Student Leaders
who are vigorously fighting in our stead.
Yes, Clemson does have some problems; yet,
they are not a hindrance to our present or
future lot.
Please be able to say before your graduation that you have attended a fine musical
or play at the Brooks Center; I heard
National, State, and Local Politicians or
acclaimed members of Academia; I met a
celebrity; or that I learned something cul-

What do you think about construction on Hwy. 93?

Jessica Ellenburg

Jeremy Carrick

Meagan Smith

special
education
junior

biological
sciences
junior

industrial
engineering
junior

"I think it should have been completed
in the summer. I think they just
watched it all summer waiting for the
students to come back, and then started it up again."

"I think they may have over-extended
themselves and started too much at one
time. I think it's much needed. If the
University's goal is to be a top-20
school we can't have outdated roads."

Brian Miller

architecture
sophomore
"They should have phased it out and
done it a portion at a time. I love what
they're doing but the timing is realy
bad. They should have done more during the summer."
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Kevin Tucker is a senior majoring in
Philosophy. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu

The Editors' Corner

SPEAKINGOUT

"I think they should just hurry and finish it."

turally profound and different. Visit the
Multicultural Office and learn new things
about other peoples, not of this place, but
of this great world. If you can, take a little
time to visit and work in the local community—in which you are now, and forever, a
member. The town of Clemson and its surrounding areas always need your support.
I learned years ago from a good friend
that, "your options outweigh your choices;
however, the choices you make can limit
your options—so be ye the wiserP' Since
you have made what 1 feel is the best choice
afforded you, you have indicatively aggrandized your options.
Hence, I beseech you to
learn early and maintain
this parable to achieve
your eminent successes
here at Clemson.
Therefore, it is imperative that you (especially
freshmen) get off to a
good start in all of your classes and the
-lfke. Take time to talk to your professors, as
well as getting to know them. Go to peer
tutoring, help sessions, labs, TA's, andthe
writing center, especially when you have
done your homework and run afoul of
many solutions. I am only emphasizing
this because there are those who think college life is just like high-school life but
nothing can be further from the truth.
Never, and I do mean never, set aside homework, class, or studying for a party or traveling with friends—class attendance is
more than imperative!
I remember when 1 first went off to college, I had my schedule and everything
was set. However, the first morning of
classes came and, for the first time in life, I
was late all because the bells I was used to
did not sound off. Hence, I give you the
advice I wish someone had given me
"There are no bells that sound for you to go
to or change classes!" Have a nice and safe
year from Tuck.

Eugene Lee
computerscience
freshman
"I think it's all been good. They're trying
to fix the place up and 1 don't have a
problem with it."

Living in exploitation
The cashier of the IHOP let
So label me surprised, but my
me use the phone because I didn't
faith in humanity was restored at
have any change to use the paythe IHOR
phone, and I was having a diffiOn a day to day basis - especult time of finding a 24-hour
cially here in this bureaucratic
locksmith to help me out of my
shuffle we call Clemson -1 am
jam. Finally, I found someone,
constantly talked down to and
and he came'along with his wife
treated like a subhuman just
to aid in my rescue. Within secbecause of the always-lingering
onds I had access to my car again
fact that I am a student. I have
-Reckon! I was
become rather
getting ready to
jaded and a
crank out my
steadfast believer
Will Bryant
wallet and pay a
in the notion
managing
fortune. When I
that I am just a
editor
told the man I
pawn who will
was a student at
be rooked and
Clemson he refused to let me pay.
exploited until 1 run out of
He said he was retiring soon and
money or into serious debt. A colthat his only wish was that I do
lege town does not have to be
well in my studies.
"student exploitation haven."
So there I stood, in the IHOP
Sometimes the members of the
parking lot, with my jaw agape. I
Clemson community forget why
felt a certain rejuvenation in spirthis town is even here. It is here
it and was awed by this act of
because of us, the students who
humanity. Looking back, it
attend this University. The point
amazes me how such a subtle
of this column however, is not to
interjection in life can displace
indict the Clemson community,
the monotony of being ripped off
so let me move on past my rant.
in a college town. Decent people
Every once and again, when it
are out there. Finding them can,
seems all hope is lost, a glimmer
more often than not, sometimes
of light brings me out of the stube a challenge. But the fact that
por of a jaded and exploited
they are out there keeps me feelrobot.
ing a little more at home and
I won't get into the particulars
comfortable with this place.
of the situation but I locked my
Anyway, I find myself trying
keys in my car at the IHOP. Now
to live up to my promise of doing
here is one very important obserwell in my studies... hmm, well, I
vation: locking your keys in the
don't know how well that is
car at 7 a.m. in Anderson, S.C., is
gonna go. Keep on movin' on, but
probably one of the stupidest
remember there are people
things one can do, for one major
around you that just may be
reason, besides the obvious.
stumbling, and give them a hand
There are not many 24-hour
for the sake of humanity.
locksmiths in Anderson.
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Star
Teenagers may see their favorite teen idol struggling with the problems of substance abuse,
and decide to stay away from these situations.
Similarly, if teens who are having problems
with drugs, alcohol or depression see celebrities
they admire seeking rehabilitation and counselByJamiFagg
ing, perhaps they too will step forward and ask
assistant timeout editor
for help.
Celebrity substance abuse seems to date as
Another positive aspect to celebrities enterfar back as the entertainment industry itself. ing rehab is the fact that being outside of the
However, the problem has reached epidemic glitz and glamour of Hollywood often brings
proportions in recent decades, as it seems more them back in touch with a side of reality that
and more famous people are entering rehab for many have long forgotten existed. Although the
some reason, whether it is due to drug and alco- rehab clinics offer a wide variety of settings in
hol abuse or depression.
which clients can choose to recover from addicIn addition, the public all over the world is tion, celebrities are still forced to adopt a new
constantly on the took out for melodramatic sense of reality through openly admitting and
glimpses into the private lives and problems of discussing their personal problems with a
glamorous stars. As mass media and the group two to three times a day
paparazzi's role in society have continued to
Some of these clinics to the stars resemble
grow, so has the public's ability to scrutinize the four-star resorts with spa treatments and
lives of celebrities. No doubt the pressures of gourmet meals, while others are Spartan compresenting a happy face and charmed life all of pounds where the rich and famous must help
the time would eventually be more than any with the daily chores of running the property.
one individual could handle.
Most, though, are somewhere in the middle,
Fame, often fleeting, can disappear as quick- with a homey type atmosphere that includes
ly as it comes. For many celebrities, the pressure luxurious amenities. For example, Promises
to stay on top after a heavily criticized movie or Malibu, where stars such as Ben Affleck,
ByReneeRiley
album is almost unbearable. They often begin Matthew Perry, Charlie Sheen and Christian
interim senior staff writer
to lose touch with the people they were before Slater, have completed programs based on
The Backstreet Boys may soon be known as The Bad Boys before the year is out if one
they became famous and turn to drugs and Alcoholics Anonymous' 12-step approach, com- of their lead singers, twenty-three year old AJ. McLean, doesn't get his act together. A.J.
alcohol to escape all of the stresses that they bines the real world with celebrity life very is already known as the tattooed bad boy of the group, and living up to that image has
face.
effectively. The clinic is built on one and a half only led him down a path of self-destruction. In July of this year, AJ. checked himself
This scenario probably sounds very familiar acres overlooking the Pacific Ocean and has into a "transitional care" facility in Los Angeles for alcohol abuse, clinical depression and
to college students who, in a way, face similar made to-order gourmet meals for its high pro- anxiety. This bottoming out of a major pop star was supposedly after the recent death
scenarios. Losing sight of who you are and file clients, but owner Richard Roggs still seeks of his grandmother, to whom he was reportedly very close. . Q .
j
escaping from reality are some of the most com- to create a sense of normalcy. One of Promises' jn ] This was not the first time that A.J. has had a close call. Hi§<appanently ;has suffered
mon reasons that students turn to substance primary goals is to get their clients to become from past troubles with alcohol and depression. His actions are! not necessarily that of a
abuse. In fact, most of us know someone who is more responsible for their actions. To help pop star, either. He has been noted to be a "lone wolf" and tends to ride alone in his own
struggling with this type of situation. Luckily, achieve this goal, every guest is required to van following outings and concerts with the band.
ordinary people do not have to see their mis- make his or her own bed every day and help
The latest result of A.J.'s problems has twice led to the postponement of the
takes played out on prime time television.
with cleaning duties.
Backstreet Boys' Black and Blue Tour. The tour was supposed to kick off in July in
That is not to say that celebrities should not
"This place is geared toward entitled people,' Milwaukee, but was postponed until August. To some of the other boys, this break has
be held responsible for their actions or that they Roggs told US Weekly. "We work at getting them been helpful. "We've had a chance to sit back and really think about all this. It gave us a
should be let off more easily than any normal to be a little less entitled. Hopefully they gain chance to really reevaluate our lives and our careers, and our health," replied Howie
drug offender by the courts. However, perhaps some humility."
Durough in reference to A.J.'s break from the band. To others such as Kevin Richardson,
the public should not be so quick to judge.
Having your life fall apart in front a billion "He's been burning the candle at both ends and partying quite a bit to escape it."
Although celebrities do not set an excellent people is a humbling experince, and all of us Apparently, the bad boy image has been a little too much for AJ. to handle.
example for saying no to substance abuse, many-, ordinary folks are fortunate that this will probAlthough he checked himself into the clinic, the trip to get him there was a tough one.
are usually very open in admitting that they ably never happen to us, so perhaps we should After first admitting his problem to the other band members, A.J. fought relentlessly
have problems and are seeking help.
keep this in mind before criticizing celebrities against going into rehab. He was finally persuaded after an all-night fight with the
The upside to celebrities entering rehabilita- when they admitt their problems and reach out other band members in a Boston hotel room and was flown out the next day. In an intertion clinics is that they are setting an example for help.
view with ABC News, his mother claims that her son is the opposite of the pelvic-thrustby tackling their problems and seeking help.
ing sex idol that has placed him at the top of the teenybopper charts. She instead says
that "he's got a heart of gold."
Fortunately, AJ.'s problem won't bring about the end of this boy band. According to
fellow band
member Nick Carter, "I don't think there is an end to this group until one of
us dies.1

Positive aspects of
stars going through
rehab

The Backstreet Boys

Charlie
Sheen
ByJamiFagg

Ben
Affleck
By Jam i Fagg
assistant timeout editor
Ben Affleck has earned a reputation as Hollywood's ultimate playboy-bachelor. He loves fast cars,
beautiful women, gambling in Las Vegas and, of course, drinking. Since his sudden rise to fame after
winning a screenwriting Oscar for Good Will Hunting Affleck has been enjoying this wild lifestyle to its
full extent, or so it seemed until recently.
On the third of August, Affleck's spokesman announced that the actor had checked himself into
Promises, a rehab clinic located in Malibu, California, where he will spend thirty days treating his drinking problem. An article in US Weekly says that friends from outside the film industry preformed an intervention for Affleck on July 29. The group was worried that his drinking was getting worse.
The sudden jump from the role of struggling actor to leading man has been a difficult transition for
Affleck. He said of the experience, "My lifechanged so quickly that I lost any sense of who I was. You
struggle and you've got this shit-hole car and this rat-hole apartment and you think, 'If I could just fix
this, I would be O.K.' Then you can afford a new car and a nicer place and what you're left with is the realization that that actually wasn't your problem. I made some poor choices in the direction 1 took mv life."'

assistant timeout editor
Charlie Sheen is the typical
Hollywood bad boy. His party hard
lifestyle has gotten him into trouble on
numerous occasions over the years. He
has been arrested several times, associated with Hollywood scandals, and even
hospitalized as a result of his bad behavior.
In 1996, Sheen was arrested for
assaulting his girlfriend, who received
nine stitches after he reportedly knocked
her down. That same year, he ran up a
$50,000 tab with Heidi Fleiss' escort service. Then, in May of 1998, he was hospitalized after overdosing on drugs. Two
days after being admitted; Sheen checked
himself out of the hospital and into a
drug rehab center. Soon after checking
into rehab, he abruptly signed himself out
and had to be brought back to the hospital by police. Due to drug and alcohol
abuse charges, Sheen was put on probation, which extended through June 2000.
Despite all of his bad behavior and
incidents with the police. Sheen has
enjoyed a fairly success full career, starring in films such as Platoon, the Oscar
nominated Wall Street and comedies like
Hot Shots. Most recently, he took over
Michael J. Fox's role on the hit TV series
Spin City.

Robert
Downey,
Jr.
Byjami Fagg
*
assistant timeout editor
Robert Downey, Jr., has one of
Hollywood's most notorious drug problems. He has battled addiction for many
years, which has probably kept him from
becoming a legendary actor. Stays in rehab
and run-ins with the police have overshadowed Downey's performances.
The most recent incident occurred over
Thanksgiving weekend 2000 when
Downey was arrested in Palm Springs,
California, and charged with one felony
count of cocaine possession and one misdemeanor count of being under the influence of a controlled substance. On July 17,
he was sentenced to three years of probation, including a year in a continued drug
rehabilitation program, as part of an agreement to allow Downey to stay out of
prison. He was also arrested three times in
1996, and in 1999 was sentenced to prison
after admitting to violating his probation.
Although his personal life has been
very chaotic, Downey has done very well
in his career. He received an Emmy nomination as best supporting actor for his role
in "Ally McBeal," and received both a
Golden Globe trophy and the Screen
Actors Guild award in the same category.
He was nominated for an Academy Award
in 1992 for his portrayal of Charlie Chaplin
in Chaplin.
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Mariah Carey

By E. Kelly Leach
timeout editor
For an artist whose five-octave
voice has propelled her to 15
No. 1 hits since
her 1990 debut,
Mariah Carey's
self-imposed sabbatical is untimely, but not unbelievable. Not only
is she coping
with a recent
split from singer
Luis Miguel, but "Loverboy," the
advance single from the Glitter
soundtrack, the first disc in her
reported $23.5 million-per-album
deal with Virgin, has received poor
radio response. She has also been
recently sued by songwriters Seth
Swirsky and Warryn Campbell for
copyright infringement on thel999
hit "Thank God I Found You," from
the album Rainbow. Moreover, the
the trailers from her movie Glitter
(supposed to be released on Aug.
31) has drawn snickers from many
moviegoers.

A week prior to her hospitalization on July 25, a scantily clad
Carey made a series of flaky guest
spots that caused fans to raise an
eyebrow, including an impromptu
visit to MTV's "Total Request Live,"
where she wheeled out an ice
cream cart, fed Popsicles to the studio audience, and began a bizarre
striptease. This was followed by a
Q&A July 20 at the Roosevelt Field
Mall in Garden City, N.Y., which
ended abruptly when her publicist,
Cindi Berger, reportedly pulled a
mic from Carey's hand and ordered
all TV cameras shut off because of
her incoherent responses.
As a result of her hospitalization, Carey was forced to cancel a
much-anticipated public appearances as a headlining gig at MTV's
20th anniversary bash on August 1,
the film junket for Glitter and a
Sept. 12 interview with Barbara
Walters for ABC's 20/20. Since her
release from Silver Hill Hospital in
New Canaan, Conn., Carey has
been laying low. She did emerge
from seclusion to pay a two-hour
visit last week to Camp Mariah, the
Fishkill, N.Y., summer camp she
runs for disadvantaged children,

Negative effects of stars
coming out with addictions
By Renee Riley
Interim senior staff writer
Alcohol abuse, drug addictions, suicide attempts.
That is all it seems that some of these stars have to
share. As sad and depressing as their stories are, what
is worse is the effect that such people have on their
audience.
So many young people build these stars up to a level
or image that seems impossible to fulfill. Young girls go
crazy at concerts for just a glimpse of their beloved boy
band, while others desire to look, act and be as successful as some Hollywood stars. It is a crushing blow,
resulting in heartbreak and a reduction in their own
•J'self-esteem, when one of their idols hits bottom, which
for some has been building up until that point.
bar For odher yolitfijg -people, the star they wish to emulate^ean lead trienrtfewn a path of destruction; preaddlescence is such ah easily influenced age. When
they see their favorite movie star using drugs, or
attempt to take their own life, they are more likely to
consider their actions acceptable and may even act
upon it.

where she passed out ice cream
treats, portable CD players, and
discs of her new single, "Loverboy."
It is speculated that Carey's
breakdown transpired due to her
paranoia that ex-husband and
Sony Music chief Tony Mottola
was trying to sabotage her career.
According to an interview with
Talk magazine writer Vanessa
Grigoridiadis, Carey said that she
thought Mottola was working with
actress-singer Jennifer Lopez and
stole part of Carey's original
"Loverboy" single, which was
based on the tune from
"Firecracker," a song by a defunct
Japanese band called Yellow Magic
Orchestra. Lopez's "I'm Real,"
which is now peaking at the top of
the Billboard charts, debuted
before Carey's "Loverboy" and featured the same melody. Mariah was
ultimately forced to rerecord her
song.
Despite this speculation, representatives for Carey blamed her
sabbatical on the overwhelming
sense of pressure she was feeling
due to her "nonstop work ethic."
Carey has just finished shooting
the film Wise Girls, which she

People so quickly laud these public figures when
they come out and admit that they have a problem and
need help. Even though many of these stars are seeking
help, that seems to dim in comparison to their actions.
Nobody remembers that they sought help only after
they got in the problem in the first place.
All of these problems do not only affect younger
teens. College students often think of heading off to
New York or L.A. to make
a career for themselves
after graduation. To see
other people who have
been successful fall into
drugs and other problems makes many college-age people wonder if
the same thing will happen to them. Maybe it will happen before they even
make a success of their lives and their dreams.
The music and movie business already has somewhat of a reputation in the eyes of the public. Why
draw more negative attention with such actions? It
destroys their credibility, which is thin to begin with.
In a time when drug abuse, violence, and other such
problems are at an all-time high, their problems, rather
than assuaging the general public, more precisely parents, instills a greater worry and hysteria.
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Back-To-School Special
6 weeks unlimited classes
with free uniform
ONLY $54.95 (limited time offer)
Karate - Taekwortdo
Hapkido - Kendo
Builds self-confidence & discipline
in a Christian atmosphere
Women's Self-Defense Class
Weight Control ft Fitness
Weapons Class
Sword, Numchuku, etc

Learn self-defense from the BEST
Master Yu 7*h Degree Black Belt

YiTs Martial Arts Academy
216 E. N. First St. - Across from Seneca City Hall
Call today for a free trial class 888-8899

Visit our website at www.eKARATE.CC
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Where the stars check in for help

PROMISES MALIBU Malibu, Cal
COST: $l,000/day
THINK... Trendy Nightclubber
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE: Very plush, not too
far from home, and graduates can return for extra visits at $600/night
ALUMNI: Ben Affleck, comedienne Paula
Poundstone, Matthew Perry, Andy Dick, Christian
Slater, Charlie Sheen
CAPACITY: Roughly 12
CAN I BRING MY ENTOURAGE?: Yes
GOOD STUFF: Jacuzzi, a garden for meditating, and
tennis courts
PROGRAM A very intense program based on AAs
12 steps; includes chores for patients and lots of individual attention.

THE MEADOWS: Wickenburg, Ariz.
COST: $32,800 for the 35 day program
THINK... Honky-tonk desert extremist
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE: Former dude ranch.
Good for torturing recovering addicts with no caffeine
allowed or cushy facility.
ALUMNI: McLean; Senate spouse Cindy McCain;
Rod Stewart's son Sean
CAPACITY 70
CAN I BRING MY ENTOURAGE?: No, but they can
visit you on Sundays as long as they leave the lattes
behind
GOOD STUFF: Sacrifices creature comforts for 100%
focus on getting well. It does offer a pool and tennis
courts.
PROGRAM: Good ol' Southwestern, incense burning, medicine man, Zen wisdom. Backstreet Boy A.J.
McLean reportedly took an art therapy class there (self
portraits are a popular assignment). Patients attend a
weekly open forum to address concerns — perhaps like
the mess hall's sugarless, high fiber meals.
HAZELDEN FOUNDATION: Center City, Minn.
COST: $17,200 for a 28 day stay
THINK... Mellow Midwesterner
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE: The 52-year-old sit
spreads over 488 acres
ALUMNI: Matthew Perry, Calvin Klein, Melanie
Griffith
CAPACITY: 165 patients

CAN I BR]ING MY ENTOURAGE?: Bodyguards are
allowed, but they do not stay on the premises.
GOOD STUFF: It gives new meaning to the term
"middle of nowhere." Guests enjoy Sunday afternoon
movies, a pool and wooded walking paths along South
Center Lake,
PROGRAM: One step at a time. Newcomers are
assigned a peer group and a counselor and attend three
lectures a day. Patients may only leave to attend local
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings.
BETTY FORD CENTER: Rancho Mirage, Calif.
COST: A 30 day stay (the average) costs around
$14,000.
THINK... The fallen starlet
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE: Aging Hollywood
prefers it, lots of "therapeutic" everything
ALUMNI: Elizabeth Taylor, Liza Minnelli, Mary
Tyler Moore, Kelsey Grammer
CAPACITY: 100
CAN I BRING MY ENTOURAGE?: No
GOOD STUFF: Offers a Serenity Room where
patients are encouraged to repeat mantras like "Think
of all of the good qualities that you have." •
PROGRAM: Offers AA based tough love. Patients
are expected to do "therapeutic chores" like making
beds. Also required: group therapy, lectures, and meetings with various advisers (psychologist, nutritionist,
and spiritual counselor).
SILVER HILL HOSPITALNew Canaan, Conn.
COST: $1,100 a day
THINK... Hamptons country clubber
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE: An on-site halfway
house and a gift shop (for souvenirs?)
ALUMNI: figure skater Oksana Baiul, Mariah Carey
CAPACITY: 84
CAN I BRING MY ENTOURAGE?: Doubtful, better
off leaving then at the gift shop.
GOOD STUFF: Offers amenities such as single occupancy rooms, a gym, a gift shop and daily visiting
hours.
PROGRAM : After an initial evaluation by a nurse,
social worker and psychologist, patients are placed
with peer groups fighting the same compulsions. Strict
rules, by the book. Creative therapy sessions use art, literature, music, and poetry to uncover hidden feelings.
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Use your Tax refund check
to upgrade your golf equipment at

Woodhaven Goitciub J?l
1

AHCart and Stand Bags
and Golf Shoes
1
Mens fe Ladies
Cross Creek Golf Shirts
1
Mens & Ladies

Extra 10 /o off already low prices
3 for $48

8 Irons & 3 Woods

$259 and up
Plus 2 free golf lessons with each set!
■ GREAT DEALS on CuUavvay, Ping fe Taylor Made Clubs
Sale Prices Good
Cherry Street • Pendleton. SC
Thru 9/15/01
Located 1 mile East of the Pendleton Town Square
with this ad

For More Information Call 646-9511

No penalty for
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CGI CDr3. cion.

MONEY

Hit our Web siM or cadi I 877 COLLEGE to sign up for one of AT&T's College Plans,
And register for a chance to win one of two Grand Prize trips for you and three
friends to the 2002 Rose Bow).Winners get
►► Game tickets, parade tickets
N> Airfare and ground transportation
»• Six days, five nights accommodations

M> ABC hospitality party, game analyst meet
»nd greet,* production trailer tour»
w 0ther great p(izes
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►► $500 spending money
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only ranks Clemson 38th in the
nation in research funding but
also approaches its $100 million
goal for 2004.
"We need to double where we
are now," asserted Przirembel.
"$100 million was a great goal
four years ago, and that is a major
achievement, but the target in the
long run is to double that."
All five colleges within the
University
increased
their
research funding during this past
fiscal year and hope to continue
expanding as the University
passes its goal.
The College of Engineering
and Science continues to be the
most active of the five colleges in
the area of research, as it claims
$48.2 million of the total grants.
This figure represents not only
over half of the University's total
research funding but also an
increase in 77 percent over the
past two years within this college.
"Research is an integral part ol
our college; we've been doing it
for a long period of time. To be a
top 20 university, you've got to
have some top 20 colleges within
your university, and that's what
we hope to be," commented
Thomas Keinath, dean of the college.
Keinath emphasized the materials focus of the research done
within his college, which ranges
from dealing with fibers and
films to recycling rubber.
• In fact, the Asphalt-Rubber
Technology Service received the
largest single grant in the
University's history this past
year, a'.$6 million award. The
researchers here are working
with civil engineering to perfect
the mixture of old automobile
tires into asphalt, which not only
strengthens the asphaU but also
eliminates tires fro IT! the landfills. ;
The University's smallest college in terms of research funding,
the College of Architecture, Arts
and Humanities, tripled its
grants to over $1 million this fiscal year.
This marked the largest percentage increase of any of the
colleges.
Besides working with city and
county officials to plan for the
Reedy River Corridor, the College
also continues to be involved in
the Communication Across the
Curriculum program, which was
an integral part of the
University's receiving TIME'S
Public College of the Year award.

NET
You could score tickets to the Rose Bowl

7, 2001
In the College, of Health,
Education
and
Human
Development, awards nearly doubled from $2.3 million last year to
$4.3 million this fiscal year.
Important projects for this college include detecting and preventing breast cancer, as well as
training teachers to employ technology more successfully in the
classroom.
The College of Business and
Behavioral Science experienced a
similar increase, from $1.4 million to over $2.3 million. This
growth follows a 171% increase
the previous year.in this college.
Most of these grants come
from
the
Department of
Commerce and support the
Small Business Development
Center, which David Grigsby,
Associate Dean of Graduate
Programs and Research, calls "a
service to the small business people of the state that are funded by
federal grants."
The college's "Human Factors
Laboratory features a driving
simulator based on a BMW car
body to research driving in various circumstances, such as at
night or with a cellular phone.
A partnership with the
National Geographic Society
yields a national database that
surveys and measures reactions
and attitudes American's have to
various things.
At $13.7 million, the College of
Agriculture, Forestry and Life
Sciences boasts the second
largest research funding total for
the University this year. It uses
this money in a variety of. areas,
including studying human
genetics through a partnership
with the Greenwood Genetics
Center.
Another major project concerns the genomic structure of
rice and how to improve its overall crop output or resistance fj
disease and .pests^Clemson aj
the UnivetlteiitfB^ilifcrmia
the only i j| BkrsBsjBjfcfcmmissioned vm Tm^reseafljRys
Przirembel. .
wfk
Tobacco-is another reselffcn
crop, as Clemson scientists
search for alternate uses for the
product. These uses could
include production of a vaccine
by natural means, which would
greatly decrease the cost of manufacturing a vaccine.
Due to the expansion of the
University's research; space has
become limited, and many of the
projects operate off campus at
the Clemson Research Park. The
University is exploring a variety
ot options for dealing with the
continued growth of research in
the future.
SEPTEMBER
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number of people are connecting
to the network at the same "port"
as a laptop, there may be a significant
delay.
Fortunately,
Robinson notes, "It wouldn't be
enough to disrupt standard operations such as Internet access,
email, or instant messaging."
Currently, wireless networking is not recommended for desktop users, mainly due to the high
cost of wireless cards for desktop
computers (around $260 each),
and is also not available off-campus or outside the specified wireless zones. A complete list of
these; zones can be found on
DCIT's
wireless
website:
http://wireless.clemson.edu.
Other improvements to the
network include the purchase of a
faster Internet "link speed," the
speed at which a user can surf
from page to page on the web.
Obtained at the price of $20,000 a
month, the new speed travels at
55 megabits per second-a 22 percent increase from last year. This
speed increase will ease the load
placed on the network's servers by
file-sharing programs which
Robinson describes as "phenomenal bandwidth hogs that prevent
others from doing anything else."

Returning students, may recall
the prohibition on Napster during -certain hours of the day last
spring semester. "We had to make
the Internet pipe work to support
those things which were mission
critical objectives for Clemson
University," states Robinson.
"Basically, what we had was a
handful of people dominating the
$20,000 pipe."
DCIT has put another new
piece of technology to work in
tandem with the enhanced link
speed to combat this problem:
traffic shaping. This new equipment makes restrictions on
which types of programs get
access to network bandwidth,
and how much. "The system tells
us how much traffic we are getting and from where," says
Robinson.
This enables DCIT to reduce
bandwidth to programs that are
hogging the line, and so make
more room for productive
demands on the server. This
means that before transfer speeds
ranged up to one Megabit per second and now it would be limited
to as low as three or four kilobits
per second.
Slower music and movie
downloads in the name of educational priorities are quickly
becoming reality.
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Tuesday Night
I
Carryout Special
I One Large One Topping
I
I
I
I
I Expires 9/30/2001. Additional Topping
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Expires 9/30/2001. Additional Topping
es 9/30/2001. Additional Topping
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HELPWANTED
The Tiger is looking for
an Art Director. If you are
interested in drawing two
cartoons for each issue,
call Mackie at 656-2158.
FUN PROMOTIONAL
JOBS
$10 per hour to give
away free stuff at
Clemson home
football games, www.promogirl.com

FORRENT

DANIEL SQUARE
Apartment for rent:
2 Bed/2 Bath
Best Place to Live
Walk to Campus Clean
Full W/D Begin ASAP
Rental discounts available
Call 800-313-1667
ext. 3223
Apartment for Sublet
in Central
Just minutes from
Clemson at Cross Creek
Apartments
2 BR 2 Bath
through May 2002
$635/month

CHECK US OUT: EFFIcall 639-4074
CIENCY APTS, ADJACENT CAMPUS, LEASHouse in Clemson
ING BY SEMESTER OR
YEAR AT MODERATE j 4 BR 2 Bath new kitchen
fenced backyard
RENTS IN CLEMSON;
pets allowed
ALSO INDIVIDUAL AND
SPECIAL LEASES.
central heat and air availCLEAN, MODERN,
able now
QUIET, AND PRIVATE.
call 444-7650
CALL DON (OLD MAN)
FELDMAN 654-5483
Clemson
Games/Vacation:
Large house on
Seneca 2 BR villa
Lake Keowee
Short/Long term
4BR 4Bath
828-694-0314
Private Boat Dpck
Boat Rental
Room for rent in
Clemson
Beautiful View, No Pets
$275/month
No Smoking
call 444-7650
Call 864-675-0580

Apartments and
Townhomes for Rent
Close to campus
2 BR 1.5 Bath
very clean
and spacious
washer and dryer connection
water and sewer inc.
Rent $450 & up
Call Porter Real Estate
882-0220 or 882-3792

SEPTEMBER

FORSALE

TRAVEL

Honda Scooter
for Sale

#1 Spring Break
Vacations Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida
Book early and get a free
meal plan.
Now hiring Campus
Reps. 1-800-234-7007

Runs great looks good
$900
willing to negotiate
Call Brian @ 858-4532
Sony Sybershot Digital
Still Camera F505V
USB memory stick reader/writer
2 batteries and charger
3 64MB memory sticks
$500 call 885-0070
Sleeper sofa with matching chair
excellent condition $200
Off-white large contemporary sofa
excellent condition $200
call Tina at 878-8621

Interested in working for
The Tigetl
Now's your chance
to make your

MISCELLANEOUS

voice heard!
Looking to earn money
for your organization
or yourself?
Try Fund-U, a no cost
fund raising program
that's easy and reliable.
Call 1-866:48FUND-Uor
visir*Www.fund-u.com

Visit us on the third
floor of the Hendrix
Center at 7 p.m.,
Sept. 9, and walk
away with a job!
No experience nec-

Come write for

welcome.

Spring Break 2002!!!
Student Express is now
hiring sales reps. Cancun
features FREE meals
and parties @ Fat
Tuesdays-MTV Beach
Headquarters. Acapulco,
Mazatlan, Jamaica,
Bahamas, South Padre,
Florida. Prices from
$469, with Major Airlines.
24,000 travelers in 2001.
Call 800-787-3787 for a
FREE brochure or email

If you are all about entertainment,
call 656-2150

Cancun
Jamaica ,
Bahamas'

Florida

bookit@studentexpress.com

www.studentexpress.com
Promote Trips at Clemson
Earn Cash and Go hm

{TRAVEL
SERVICES
ormatton and reservatforis

1-800-648-4849
wwwj5tstrttvel.com

Call 656-2150

FOX

The Tiger
We need Time Out writers.

endlesssummertours.com

We need writers at
The Tiger!

essary; everyone
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FREE ADVANCE SCREENING
4

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
@ Tillman Auditorium
9:00 PM Wednesday, September 12

FREE ADMISSION
while passes last
&

INFO?: call 656-4357

!

Bt^p* |r'*w*

* Passes will be distributed at the Information
Desks at the University Union and Hendrix
Student Center.
Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed.
Please arrive early.

£\%**p**#*'*

ID required. No one under the age of 17 will be admitted without parent or
legal guardian.
Presented in association with UPAC.
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Clemson heats up at Riggs
► Depth and experience
will be keys to men's soccer
success.
BRYANT STONE

staff writer

If you take a good look at the
roster of the Clemson Men's Soccer

DAN GONZUfZ/photo editor

BATTLING MATES: Clemson soccer playersfight for control of the ball.

team, two words should quickly
come to mind: depth and experience.
With 16 lettermen returning,
including eight starters, the Tigers
seem poised to make a run at the
ACC and possibly the national
championship.
The Clemson Men's soccer team
is coming off one of the best seasons in recent memory, finishing
with a 14-4-2 overall record and a
top 10 final ranking in all the polls.
The Tigers also posted a 3-3
mark in the ACC and earned a
number two-seed in the NCAA
tournament. Despite a strong finish
and loads of depth and experience,
one of the team's main concerns is
leadership.
If the Tigers are going to overcome their leadership and offensive
concerns and expect to compete for
the conference and national championship, they will have to conquer
an imposing schedule. The Tigers'

schedule is one of the toughest in
the nation, containing a host of
perennial soccer powers. Clemson
will face California, Cal-State
Davidson, Fullerton, Virginia
Commonwealth,
Florida
International and Notre Dame, in
addition to a rigorous ACC schedule. At the end of the season,
Clemson will play host to the ACC
tournament at Historic Riggs Field.
Although the Tigers have
coaching concerns and an intimidating schedule, the feeling around
the team's camp is that this season
holds enormous potential. Coach
Adair adds that players such as
seniors Kevin Conaway, Ross
Goodacre and Ian Fuller could step
up and lead this talented Clemson
squad to great success.
The depth and experience on
the Clemson roster begins at goalkeeper. The Tigers have two experienced goalkeepers returning in
junior Doug Warren and senior
Patrick Fullerton.
Warren started every game in
goal last season and was selected
First-team All-ACC. In addition to
posting a 1.19 goals allowed average,
77 saves and four shutouts, Warren
also played for the U.S. Under-20
National Team last summer.
Fullerton saw action in three
games and combined with Warren
on two shutouts.
Newcomers Martin Hutton and
Hunter Gilstrap broaden the goalkeeper depth.
"We are in a good situation, and
there will be a lot of competition,"
said Coach Adair of the Tiger goalkeepers. "This season all four players are solid, and the competition
will force the goalkeepers to be at
their best. They each have their different strengths, and the starter
who emerges will have earned the
spot."
Clemson boasts a strong defense
to protect its goalkeepers in the

back. Two starters return on defense
for the Tigers' sophomores, Eric
"Ricky" Lewis and Oguchi Onyewu.
Others who will see action include
senior Kevin Conaway and sophomore Chase Hilgenbrinck.
Onyewu and Lewis played
together on the U.S. Under-20
National team this past summer,
and last season they posted 15 (five
goals, five assists) and 10 (three
goals, four assists) points respectively.
In the midfield, four Tigers
return with experience. Senior Ross
Goodacre, who tallied three goals
and nine assists last season for 15
points, should anchor this group.
Others returning include sophomores Paul Soulders, Oskar
Bringsved (started all 20 games,
one goal and one assist) and
Kenneth Cutler, who started 17
matches and had one goal and four
assists
for
six
points.
Up front, All-ACC performer Fabio
Tambosi and Ian Fuller return as
starters.
Tambosi posted 14 goals and
five assists last season for a total of
33 points, second best on the team.
Fuller finished with three goals
and eights assists for 14 points.
Newcomers Dimelon Westfield
and Paul Kosolov reinforce
Clemson's depth at the forward
position. Westfield scored 69 goals
over the past two seasons at Young
Harris Junior College and earned
honors as a junior college AilAmerican.
For the Clemson Men's Soccer
team, the pieces to the puzzle are
there. Loads of talent, quality experience and the best depth ever
should prove pivotal to the success
of the Tiger's season.
If the seniors on this team can
step up and provide leadership,
Coach Adair said, "We should be^a
team that wjllijpe contending for
the championship."
.</ •,. .

Tigers stomp RU
► The Lady Tigers shut out
Richmond at Historic Riggs
Field.
ANDREA MESSERVY

staff writer
The 10th ranked Lady Tiger soccer team defeated Richmond this
Sunday in their season opener.
Sophomore Lindsay Browne
scored the first goal at the 1:01
minute mark, showing that the
Tigers had fight. This goal was just
the first of four that the Tigers managed to bank in during the first
half. The second goal was scored by
Deliah Arrington, and the third and
fourth by freshman Paige Ledford.
After waiting out a 90-minute rain
delay at half time, the Lady Tigers
managed to out shoot the Spiders
22-4, and bring their season record
to 1-0. Head Coach Todd Bramble
picked up his first win as leader of
the Clemson program in the
process.
"It is always better to win, but I
really don't think it is about me,"
Bramble said. "Soccer is a sport
where games are decided by players
on the field and the team deserves
full credit for their performance
against Richmond."
The second goal, which was
scored by returning junior
Arrington, came at the 21:25 mark.
The goal was scored when she split
the middle of the Spider defense off
passes from Heather Beem and
Tatum Clowney. Arrington is coming off a strong performance last
year, in which she scored 12 goals
and 10 assists. She was namecf second team All-America, first team
All-ACC, and first-team AllSoutheast honors for her 2000
effortsThe Lady Tigers, who are led
by a new coach, have a positive season facing them. The team has eight
starters and 20 letter winners from
a team that won the ACC Regular

Season
Championship
and
advanced to the Final Eight of the
NCAA Tournament last season.
Bramble has spent five years as an
assistant coach with the men's soccer team, and one year as the head
coach at Butler.
"I am excited that we were able
to defeat a quality opponent in convincing fashion while we are still in
the steep learning curve as a team,"
Bramble said. "We are using a mixture of veterans and freshmen right
now and a total of 18 saw action."
One of those freshman Bramble
used was Paige Ledford. This 5-7
freshman from Ooltewah, Tenn,
scored two goals in her Clemson
debut. Her first goal, the third of the
game, came when teammate Leigh
Clark threw her the ball. Ledford
took it down the sideline, beating
several defenders, and placed the
ball in the lower left corner. Her
next goal came with three minutes
left in the half, when she headed in
a perfect cross from Lindsay
Browne.
Browne, who is probably the
most accredited returnee on the
team, will add a lot of experience to
the already talented offensive line.
She led Clemson in goals last year
with 13. She also finished the 2000
season with 12 assists, scoring a
total of 38 points.Equally talented
is the defensive side of the Lady
Tigers. This solid defense, which is
led by senior goalkeeper Katie
Carson, should definitely add to a
positive season. Carson started all
23 matches for the Tigers last year,
allowing only 14 goals and recording 10 shutouts.
"If we can continue to train with
the intensity we have been, as well
as continuing to develop our team
chemistry, this Clemson tearrr has
the potential to bring out the talent
and depth that is there, but there is
a long way to go in the season," said
Bramble.
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Tigers ready the nets
► Clemson volleyballers
have a good mix of new and
returningtalent.

court when she is in the match,"
said Hoover. Sophomore Lindsey
Abbott is another defensive specialist expected to contribute.
Two freshmen defensive speRICK LOVEDAY
cialists are joining the team in
senior staff writer
Stephanie Haskell and Sarah
Gardner. Haskell is a two-time
The 2001 Clemson volleyball Region I-AAAA Player of the Year
team opened its regular season in South Carolina, who will split
last weekend at the Powerball time at both defensive specialist
Invitational.
and setter. Gardner, the younger
This marked the beginning of sister of Clemson alumni Blythe
Head Coach Jolene Jordan Gardner, led her high school team
Hoover's ninth season in Clemson. to a third-place finish in the state
Her squad lost two seniors from of Maryland.
last year, Jackie Dalleska and
Also joining the squad are
Melissa Kudelka.
freshmen Leslie Finn and Breezy
While there are five starters Ambort. Finn is an All-CIF
returning, there are also five new Division I first-team selection in
freshmen joining the team. More California.
changes include the addition of
She adds to the depth of the
two new coaches, along with a outside hitter position. Ambort
new scoring format for the game.
will be training with Betcher at
The major returning starter is the setter position. She was an AllJodi Steffes, who was a first-team CIF Division II first-team selection
All-Region selection and a mem- and the San Diego Union-Tribune
ber of the first-team All- Female Athlete of the Year. She
American Farm Team. Steffes led was also heavily recruited in basthe Tigers in kills (465), kills per ketball.
game (4.31), hitting percentage
"We may be able to do some dif(.310), digs (350)
ferent
things
and blocks (77)
^^^^^^^^^ offensively in utilast season.
lizing
the
Another "We may be able to do
strengths of both
important some different things
Jessi and Breezy.
return for the offensively in utilizing the There are some
Tigers is Jessie
different lineup
Betcher, who is strenghts of both Jessi and options that we
the squad's co- Breezy. There are some
may experiment
with in certain
captain with different lineup options
Steffes. Betcher
rotations," said
Coach Hoover.
is looking to set that we may experiment
Joining the
more records with in certain rotations."
Tigers in the
this season. She
is
currently
JOLENE HOOVER coaching ranks
Karen
fourth in the
Volleyball Head Coach are
Weatherington
all-time career
and
Kelley
■ assist list with
McCaffrey.
B2729 and is first
on the career :feliiw assists per Weatherington joins the team as
the assistant coach after stints at
game with 12.93. :noi(
"Our strength will be on the Iowa State and Duke.
"I am very pleased that Karen
rig'rit side with Steffes and
Betcher," Hoover said. "Two years has come back to the ACC," said
ago, Jodi was third on the team in Hoover. "She brings a wealth of
attempts and had the benefit of experience to Clemson. Her
sharing the offensive load. Jodi enthusiasm and personality make
didn't lead the team in attempts her one of the most highly regarded recruiters in the country."
until last year."
McCaffrey, who was a member
Steffes will use her experience
from last season as she leads the of the Wake Forest volleyball
team from 1996-99, joins Clemson
team this season.
"This past season she really after coaching at Davidson
understood what it meant as far as College. She helped lead Davidson
the team depending on her to lead to the Southern Conference
the offense," said Hoover. "The Championship in 1999 and 2000,
result of this past season is that also receiving a berth in the
Jodi has a clearer picture of what NCAA tournament.
"Kelley has been a great additype of leader she wants to be, and
tion to our staff," said Hoover. "She
she is ready to handle that role."
Betcher's leadership role is is extremely bright and personsomewhat different from Steffes. able. Her ACC playing experience
Steffes leads by example, whereas and coaching success at Davidson
will benefit the future of our proBetcher is driven by passion.
"One of the first people you gram."
Perhaps the most influential
notice when watching our team is
newcomer
to the volleyball sysJessi. She is really enthusiastic and
has a smile on her face whether we tem is the addition of a new scorare five up or five down," said ing method.
However, the game will remain
Hoover.
"She is the glue between the a best of five format. The first four
passers and the hitters and directs games will play to 30 points, and
the fifth game will play to 15
our offense."
Other returners are Anne Berki, points.
In rally scoring, however, every
Marija Zoric and Lindsey Fuller,
ball
is worth a point and will
who will be sharing time in the
middle. Kiki Dallao, a member of speed up the game play.
The schedule for the Tigers will
the ACC All-Freshman team, is
among three returning lettermen be challenging. Clemson faces
nine teams that were in the NCAA
as outside hitter.
Senior Meredith Kirtland and tournament last year, which
sophomore Laura Jensen will both includes three ACC teams in
* be competing for starting spots North Carolina, Duke and Georgia
Tech.
this season.
In last weekend's Powerball
Returning from two stress fractures to her foot last season, Ryane Invitational Tournament, the
Beasley will also be looking for Tigers faced off against Loyola
Marymount, Oral Roberts and
playing time.
She received a medical red- host team Colorado.
Clemson dropped the first
shirt last season, and she still has
game
to Colorado, 3-1. The squad
four remaining years of eligibility.
rebounded
in the next game
Senior Tammy BySura leads
Clemson's four defensive special- against Oral Roberts with a 3-1
victory. The Tigers dropped the
ists.
"Tami had a great spring. She final game of the tournament
made a lot of improvements and is against #24 Loyola Marymount 3very focused on directing the back 2.
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easiest drive all day for the Tigers.
UCF did not drive on the Tiger
defense effectively until the beginning of the second quarter. Starting
from their own 19-yard line, the
Knights drove the ball 76 yards to
set up a five-yard run by Alex
Haynes. At this point in the game,
the Tiger defense still seemed
rather aggressive. Clemson linebacker Braxton K. Williams broke
up one of Schneider's passes but
could not hang on for the interception. Williams would have surely
scored a defensive touchdown on
the play, but it was not to be. The
UCF drive totaled 81 yards and took
6:28 off the clock.
Clemson's Brian Mance returned
the kick-off following touchdown
to the UCF 43 yard line. With great
field position, the Tigers drove to
their second and final offensive
touchdown of the game. Woody
Dantzler kept the ball on an option
play and ran 16 yards to give the
Tigers a 13-7 lead. Aaron Hunt
tacked on the extra point. -This
drive only shaved 1:24 off the clock.
Though 11:16 remained on the
clock, the two teams were unable to

GUCH
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on one thing at a time. Right now,
I'm, focusing on Clemson. I will
worry about the rest when I have to
cross that bridge."
Number three: There are no
coincidences. Everything happens
for a reason.
Growing up, Onyewu played
every sport imaginable. Soccer
eventually won out, because every
kid he knew at the time wanted to
be a basketball player. Onyewu
likes to be different.
"Coming to Clemson and coming .-bak here this year was the
right move for me," Onyewu said.
"Coach Adair has taught me a lot
about soccer and a lot about life. I
appreciate him trying to build me
as a player and a person.
"There really aren't too many
coaches who would take the time
to be involved in your life like that.
I thank him for that," Onyewu said.
Number Four: It's better to be a
leader than a follower.
The squad did lose some key
leaders in Mike Potempa and Mark
Lisi, but Onweyu feels this year's
seniors have stepped up to fill the
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put up any more points for the half,
and the Tigers carried a 14-7 lead
into the locker room.
On the Tigers' first drive of the
second half, they were held to a
third down and 13 to go. Dantzler
again found Crosby for a crucial 33yard gain. The catch was one of
Crosby's three, totaling 64 yards on
the day. The Tigers gained another
first down, but were eventually
brought to fourth down from the
Clemson 22-yard line.
Bowden has become notorious
for the fake field goal, mainly
because of the lack of consistency
in kicking. This time, it was
planned. Scott's objective was to get
the first down, but he ultimately
ran for what would be the easiest
22-yards of his 40-yard total rushing career. The touchdown put the
Tigers up 20-7. Hunt added the
extra point to give the Tigers a 21-7
lead.
"Remember the South Carolina
game," Scott said. "They didn't rush
real hard on that. They had a lot of
guys back. That's the reason you
run fakes, so you don't get teams to
rush the kicker as much. Hopefully,
it will give Aaron time."
UCF head Coach Mike Kruczek
commented that he had never had a

fake field goal happen. The fake
field goal touchdown score ultimately cost the Golden Knights the
game. The UCF defense held the
Tiger offense scoreless the remainder of the second half.
"We had our defense on the field
too long, and we were going three
and out, and putting them back on
the field when they were still tireil
against a good offense. We knew we
had to go out there and get something going," said Dantzler.
UCF would score once more in
the game. Facing a second down
and eight, Schneider was pressured
one of the few times on the afternoon. This time by Tiger linebacker
J.J. Howard. Howard forced a fumble, but a UCF offensive lineman
picked up the ball and managed to
get back to the line of scrimmage.
On the next play, Schneider completed an 11-yard pass that set the 1yard quarterback sneak touchdown run to bring the Knights
within eight points. This is as close
as they would get as the UCF kicker
shanked the extra point. "1 asked
the team after the game if any of
them had played their best game,
and I didn't see any hands go up.
The bar has been set, and now it is
time to go play," Bowden said.

void. Oscar Bringsved and Ian
Fuller are the team captains and
they have proven to be great leaders
on and off the field.
"Even the lowerclassmen have
taken leadership roles," Onweyu
said. "I think everyone on the team
is a leader in some form.
"Everybody has leadership abilities, even me, I hope," Onweyu said.
"We are all more than just teammates; we are brothers, and we support each other."
Number Four: Always do your
best.
"When the team needs help, you
have to be there," Onyewu said.
"Soccer is a team sport, so you have
to work as a unit out on the field."
For Qnyewu, the only goals you can
set for yourself are team goals; however, Onyewu has aspirations other
than soccer success.
"I like to argue, and that is one of
the trademarks of a good lawyer, so
law school could be in my future,"
said Onyewu. "I expect to have a
family one day, and I'll teach my
children soccer so that one day
they, too, can carry on the family
tradition."
Success also runs in Onyewu's
family. His parents were born in

Nigeria, but came to the States to go
to college and raise a family.
His oldest sister, Ogechi, attends
the University of Maryland and is
working with NASA. His older
brother, Nonye, just finished his
Master's at Virginia Tech and is
working on his Doctorate. His second older sister, Chi Chi, is the
brain of the family and attends
Duke Med School, and his younger
brother, Uche, plays high school
soccer.
"My parents gave us Nigerian
names," Onyewu, whose name
means "God fights for me," said. "My
pareiMg^Qpimes are Peter and
Dorothy-Sfjad when I tell people
that, they laligh. I've always liked
my name; no one else has it."
His family has driven him to
tournaments all over the place and
traveled all over the world. Onyewu
considers himself a worldly person,
having traveled to Spain, Italy,
Austria, New Zealand, Jamaica,
Trinidad,
Mexico,
Canada,
Germany and Brazil. He has also
been to Nigeria, but that was not
soccer-related.
"If it wasn't for my parents' support, I wouldn't be where I am now,"
Onyewu said.

We're not like every
other high-tech company.
We're hiring.
No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding
your first job. Of course, it s still possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S. Air Force. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth.To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at airfbrce.com.

W
U.S. AIR FORCE
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Hanging up the shoes
For all of you with bad spin. 5) Creatively insult an
knees, sore elbows, low umpire without mentioning
endurance, and the delu- his weight or eyesight. 6) Make
sional mindset that makes you the perfect cast with a flyrod.
think you can still do what 7) Bring down a deer without
you used to: this one is for you. feeling guilty. 8) Throw out
And for the younger, $30 and your right arm for
healthier readers in the group, that 6-foot stuffed bear your
this is something you can girlfriend wants. 9) Pass an
measure yourself by.
athlete on campus without
What could be better than saying "What's up (first
a group of old friends, all ex- name)" like he's your friend
athletes,
sitting
around from way back. 10) Win a
watching football and brag- ping-pong game with a nick.
ging
or
11) Have tried to
lying about
start the wave at
how
a
basketball
unearthly
game. 12) Have
great they
gotten in a fight
used to be.
over Playstation
BoGillooly
Each story
football.
13)
assistant sports
trumps the
Finally
beat
| editor
last, until,
your dad at oneinevitably,
on-one.
14)
out come
Count
down
the stories of the one that got from 3 and hit the Game 7,
away or the hole-in-one that game-winning shot over
someone got when they were Michael Jordan in your backplaying alone.
yard NBA Finals. 15) Start the
An ex-athlete myself, 1 clock over if you miss. 16) Par a
found that what makes such hole in nightgolf. 17) Watch all
conversations so enjoyable is the Rocky movies in one night.
that all of us have so much in 18) Have been threatened in a
common. To join this elite pick-up basketball game. 19)
company, there are some Execute the perfect slide tackthings you must do before you le to save a goal. 20) Sweat so
graduate. To help, I have com- hard you wake up cramping.
posed a list of 50 must for all 21) Still have at least one artiof us who consider ourselves cle of clothing with your name
athletes. Ahem, you must:
on the back. 22) Have a nick1) Have a nagging injury name that still embarrasses
from some glorious past sports you. 23) Break in a baseball
experience. 2) Have been glove. 24) Be loyal to your
shown out by an irate usher. 3) team through three losing seaHave paid $2 for a Sunday sons. 25) Wipe your post-game
paper just to see the new AP sweat on an unsuspecting
rankings. 4) Be able to hit a female. 26) Lie about how
left-handed layup, kick with much you can bench. 27) Hold
your left foot, and nail a drop- your breath for over a minute.
shot with some mean back- 28) Catch a game winning 40-

um?c r
f-1

yard bomb in an intramural
game. 29) Drop a two-yard
pitch to lose the next one. 30)
Lose to your grandfather in
horse. 31) Know the in-field fly
rule. 32) Never be a TV clapper. 33) Have sat in a box seat.
34) Call the corner pocket and
nail it. 35) Keep your old ball
shoes until the fronts start
flappin'. 36) Get the breath
knocked out of you for at least
30 seconds. 37) Lick your hand
and wipe the bottom of your
shoe. 38) Second guess the
coach after a botched third
and one. 39) Comment on
someone's mother while
they're shooting a free throw.
40) Have caught a foul ball at
a Major League game. 41) Have
taught your little sister how to
shoot with one hand. 42) Have
slalomed for 2 seconds (it
counts). 43) Have wrecked a
golf cart. 44) Know how to
rack'em. 45) Have used the
foot wedge. 46) Have gone off
the top rope on your best
friend. 47) Hit the bullseye
when someone's looking. 48)
Shake hands after a good
game. 49) Hurt your hand on
the rim. And finally, you must
50) give up on your dream of
someday, somehow, being discovered by a pro scout.
I admit, there are still a few
on the list that I have not yet
checked off. However, I still
have two years left before I am
officially an ex-athlete.
And who knows, with a little training, a little luck, and
some hard work, that scout
might find me yet.
Bo Gillooly is junior majoring in
management. E-mail comments
to sports@tiger.clemson.edu.
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FIRST DOWN: WoodrowDantzler looks to make the bigplay..

BCS makes adjustments
► The Golden Knights
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St mng passing game.

win each game one at a time, then

NICK CONGER

staff writer
The Bowl Championship Series,
which decides who plays for the
National Championship each year
in college football, has altered its
formula.
These changes do not favor our
Clemson Tigers, who are about to
kick off the 2001 season. The new
BCS encourages teams to play
tougher opponents, and de-emphasizes the importance of crushing a
lesser skilled team.
"After a great deal of thoughtful
discussion and research, we believe
these revisions will enhance the
BCS standing," BCS coordinator
John Swofford of the Atlantic Coast
Conference said. "The changes
address last year's concern about
excessive margin of victory,
adversely influencing the computer rankings, and • the quality-win
component encourages teams to
play a stronger schedule."
After controversies surrounded
the college football world last
December concerning Miami's
omission from the title game, the
BCS decided to make a good system
even better. Starting this year, a
quality-win component will be
added to the mix.
Teams who defeat a top 15 opponent will receive bonus points.
These points range from 1.5 points
for a win over the top ranked school
all the way down to 0.1 for a win
over the 15th ranked squad. Margin
of victory will count less than it
has in previous years. Had these
changes been made before last season, Miami would have played
Oklahoma for the national titlenot Florida State.
"I don't spend a lot of time wor-

y g

formulas and comput-

see where we are at the end of the
regular season."
Even if Bowden's team wins
every regular season game, that
may not be enough to push the
Tigers
into
the
National
Championship game, held this year
at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena, Ca.
The BCS changes, along with a
poor strength of schedule, make
playing for the title a daunting task
lor Clemson. One single loss to any
of the teams on the schedule will
all but eliminate the Tigers from
contention to play in the BCS.
Clemson plays every team in the
conference. Given the ClemsonUSC game each year, that leaves
two open spots for the program to
schedule non-conference opponents. After tough games against ;N
Marshall and Virginia Tech his first
season, the program has not played
the tough teams early in the season.
The weakness of the non-conference schedule makes the
September 29th contest against
Georgia Tech an even more intimidating .game. The toughest test for
the Tigers leading up to that important game in Atlanta will be a
home game against Virginia. The
question is whether the Tigers will
be able to step it up a level or two
and stifle the high-flying attack of
George Godsey and wide receiver
Kelly Campbell (who had 193
yards against Syracuse last
Sunday).
"Seriously, I think the changes
are good," Bowden said. "Now there
won't be pressure on coaches to run
up the score at the end of the game.
Very few coaches knew exactly
what the formulas were, but there
was a general feeling that the larger
the margin, the higher you would
be in the BCS poll the following
week."
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Wofford
Straight from the
Trenches

Clemson vs. Wofford
Location: Clemson Memorial
Stadium
Date: September 8, 2001
Game time: 1:00 p.m.
Series History: Clemson leads
9-3

with Will Merritt
Saturday
I think we have a long way to go.
I give a lot of respect for Central
Florida; they are a really good ball
club. If you put them in the ACC,
they would finish in the top half. I
see them going on to win a bunch
of games.
This team is obviously young in
a lot of areas, and we have a lot of
work to do if we are going to be a
national champion team. I didn't
feel like we ever really got any continuity out there, but that is something you pick up throughout the
year. That, is something that will
come naturally. Bottom line:'a win's
a win. Half of the teams in the
country won and half lost, and we
happened to be one of the ones that
won.

Rankings
Clemson: #19 AP
Wofford: # 24 USA Today DI-AA
Opponent Wofford
MaSCOt: Terriers

2000 Record: 7-4 Division I-AA
Head Coach: Mike Ayers was
named the Southern Conference
Coach of the Year last season. In
his 14th season with the Terriers,
he has accumulated 77 wins.
Notes: Twenty years have elapsed
since the Tigers and Terriers have
faced off. The eventual national
champions easily defeated
Wofford 45-10. An attendance of
60,000 marked the largest crowd
ever to see the Terriers play. This
Saturday's game is expected to
eclipse that total. When Tulane
canceled earlier their date here at
Death Valley, Wofford stepped in
to fill the scheduling gap.
Website: www.wofford.edu/athletics.
Players to watch^ riguo
Travis Wilson- This seiijpy quarterbacks looking to become
Wofford's all-time passing and
total offense leader. He is the
undisputed team leader, and a
proven performer. Having racked
up a team-high 779 yards rushing
and 1,982 yards of total. He has
started 28 consecutive games.
Nathan Fuqua- Junior nose tackle
and All-American candidate
Nathan Fuqua will anchor the
defense. Last season he ranked
among the top in the league with
18 tackles for a loss, including six
sacks.
Darren Brown- Placekicker
Darren Brown earned All-SoCon
honors last season, as he tied a single-season school record for kicks
made, converting 12-of-14
attempts. He was 35-of-36 on PAT's.
Player Perspective: Woody
I have to be more aware of the play
clock, and we need to improve our
tempo. We were pretty slow this
past Saturday.

DAN GONZAlE/photo editor

JERSEY PULL: Junior Rodney Feaster (47) grips a UCF player who is trying to get a first down.

Tigers ready for Woiford
► Clemson prepares to host
Woffordfor the first time
since 1981.
NICK CONGER

staff writer
This Saturday's match-up
between inter-state foes, Wofford
and Clemson, will mark the 13th
time the two schools have met in a
span of 105 years. In the inaugural
contest on opening day of 1896, the
Tigers defeated the Terriers 16-0.
Most recently, Clemson started
their eventual national championship season by defeating
Wofford 41-10 back on opening day
of 1981. The Tigers lead the all-time
series 9-3. Clemson looks to
improve its TO record against a
Wofford team who has yet to play a
game in this young 2001 season.
Wofford stomped Division TA
Louisiana Monroe 24-6 in the season finale last year. In fact, the
Sagarin Ratings ranked the Terriers
118th out of 241 Division 1-A and 1AA schools at the end of the 2000
campaign. They were placed well
ahead of Wake Forest (125th) and
Duke (146th). This year, Wofford,

who traditionally has the most difficult schedule in all of Division 1AA, will play four 1-AA playoff
teams from last season in addition
to Clemsoti:
The gaEme will be emotional for
Terrier head coach Mike Ayers, last
year's Southern Conference Coach
of the Year, who needs just one victory to become Wofford's all-time
winningest coach. Perhaps the
most important man in Ayers'
offense is senior quarterback Travis
Wilson.
Wilson needs just 800 yards
passing this season to become the
all-time leader in career passing
yards at Wofford. Like Clemson's
Dantzler, Wilson is agile and athletic enough to run with the ball as
well.
He racked up three 100-yard
rushing games last season. Last
year, five players rushed for at least
35.0 yards per game. Ayers will take
advantage of Wilson's athleticism
and run the option. This could be a
source of trouble for the Tiger
defense.
"Anytime you run an option
and your quarterback has good
running skills, that's always a concern," Coach Tommy Bowden said.

"It is not run very much in Division
1-A, so we don't see it very much."
After a shaky start last week
versus Central Florida, the Tigers
are looking to perform better this
outing.
"We like to take what the
defense gives us," said Bowden. "But
we'll see something different, I'm
sure, against Wofford. And we'll
make an adjustment off their
adjustment."
If the game gets out of hand
early, don't look for Bowden to run
the score up on the Terriers in the
second halL Not only does Bowden
have plenty of respect for Ayers and
his club, but he.is aware of the BCS
efforts to take away the margin of
victory component from the poll
calculations. Bowden is more
mindful of each individual athlete's level of play.
"I am concerned more about the
improvement of the players than I
am about the score," said Bowden.
"The biggest thing you look for in a
player is to improve from the first
week to the second week."
"I think they will approach it
like a once in a lifetime opportunity," Bowden said. "And that's how
they'll play."

HOLLI ARMSTRONG

sports editor
What could be tagged the
biggest-play of Clemson's 21-13 win
over Central Florida did not come
from a high profile player. Instead
sophomore holder Jeff Scott
cemented the victory on a play that
resembled something scripted by
the elder Bowden.
On fourth-and-five from the
UCF 22, Aaron Hunt and the Tigers
looked to be attempting a field goal.
However, Scott picked up the snap,
did a little fake, and rolled left for
an uncontested 22-yard touchdown.
Just like that, Scott, who had
attempted two previous fakes
against Virginia and North ^

Carolina State, finally had more
than nine yards and a first down to
show for it. Six points proved a lot
sweeter.
Scott celebrated the play by
jumping into Hunt's arms before
trotting to the sideline to chat with
his dad, who just happens to be
offensive coordinator Brad Scott.
"It turned out to be an awfully
big play," said coach Scott, who
encouraged his son to raise the bar
this season and get touchdowns off
those fakes.
"I saw his mother after the game
and said, 'Whatever he wants
tonight for supper just fix it,'" he
said.
"Basically, I have been dreaming
about this my whole life," Scott said
"I have to go home and watch it on
tape because it happened so fast I
don't remember much."
Scott did not admit to being ner-

vous, which is not surprising considering he had spotted the potential play while studying film over
the summer months.
"He studies film a lot with the
kicking game and that was one of
his big roles on our football team.
He came to me in the middle of the
summer and he said, Dad, I think
there is a fake there,"' coach Scott
said.
Initially the play, designed by
Scott and offensive line coach Ron
West, was planned for the second
field goal to check the Golden
Knights field-goal block assignments. The Tigers opted for the element of surprise. Scott said the play
would not have been possible if
head coach Tommy Bowden, like
his dad, did not gamble with the
football.
"He would take a chance in a
heartbeat," Scott said.

Wofford
Football is football; it doesn't
matter if it is Divison I, II or IX.
Those guys are going to come in
hungry amcLjwanting to upset, us.
We've got to cbrhe; out and play hard
if we are going to beat them. All
their guys play hard up front, and
they fly around a lot.
You usually don't see a team that
runs an odd scheme, a headup on
the center, as their basic package.
They will shift a lot to confuse the
offensive line. Our big concern is
that odd front and how we are
going to attack it. We know they are
going to come in and be excited to
be here. They are going to be
pumped up because they have
nothing to lose.

Woody
Woody is one of those guys who
is a winner. He wants to win day in
and day out. People don't understand that he is one of those guys
that can go out and make miracles
happen on the field. He can do
things with his legs and his arms
that nobody in America can do. On
the flip side of that, he is still just a
guy, a college student who want to
just have fun.
He is one of those guys that likes
to go out with his friends and get
away from football sometimes. I
know the spotlight has to be tough
sometimes. The way he handles
himself is remarkable. A lot of the '
guys look to Woody for strength,
"I don't think 1 could be and they know he has high characdescribed as conservative even ter on and off the field.
though we were 10th in the nation
Woody is like a gazelle out there
in rushing last year. Most people running around and never gets
thing we are a pass happy offense," tired. We are huffing and puffing
Bowden said. "If there are opportu- and throwing up and Woody is over
nities in the kicking games by fakes there still running around. That is
in field goals or punts, it is a part of what makes him a great leader he
the game that shouldn't be neglect- never shows fatigue.
ed, as far as trickery and deceit, if He has a lot of,
the game calls for it."
humility. He is a
Scott's knowledge of the game special person. He is'
and film skills can come with the a well-rounded
territory of being a coaches son's. athlete as far
With the touchdown, Scott as what he
increased his career rushing stats to can do for the
40 yards on three carries, all of team. He can
which were fake field goals.
help us in the '
"Jeff Scott did a good job; you locker room,^
can see that brilliant speed he and in the^A
inherited from his father," joked classroom ^r"
Bowden. He went on to say that as well as the footScott was a scholarship well invest- ball team.
ed.

Fake field goal secures Clemson win
► Jeff Scott scores hisfirst
career touchdown.

Closing Time
After the game I go home and
spend some time with my wife,
relax and watch everybody else
have to go out there and sweat.
Sunday, we'll watch Saturday's
game and start putting in installation for the next team.
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UPCOMING SCHEDULE
Football
vs. Wofford, Saturday, 1 p.m.
Volleyball
vs. Wngth State, Friday, 7 p.m.
Women's Soccer
at UNC, Wednesday, 7 p.m.
Volleyball

vs. Appalatian State, Saturday, 7 p.m.

Clemson fumbles its way to first victory
► The Tigers survive a
tough UCFoffensive to earn
first 'win of the season.
BRIAN GARRISON

staff writer

DAN GONZALEZ/!

:. :

FORWARD PROGRESSION: Freshman sensation Roscoe Crosby (25) took thefirst play of the game in Clemson's
21-14 win over Central Florida.

Lady Tigers ready for action
► Women's soccer prepares
to attack season with strong
senior leadership.
HEATH MILLS

staff writer
The Clemson women's soccer
team added another accomplishment to its short history last season,
when it became the first team other
than UNC to claim the ACC regular
season championship. The team followed up its ACC title with its second consecutive trip to the Elite
Eight in the NCAA tournament,
which the program has made all
seven years of existence.
With eight starters returning,
everything seems great for new
coach Todd Bramble. Bramble was
the top men's assistant coach for the
Tigers from 1995-99 before he went
on to take over the head women's
job at Butler University. Bramble is
excited about the opportunity to
return to Tiger country and the
ACC.
"(Starting with a winning team)
is a whole lot better than taking
over a bad one," he said. "But it is
really great to be back in Clemson.
It's a great university, and this is
where my wife and I want to be.
Also, the ACC is the best soccer in
the country. I'm really excited."
There are many things for
Bramble to be excited about. Most of
Clemson's attack, including all
three starting forwards, Lindsay
Browne, Deliah Arrington and
Heather Beem, will bring back the
same attacking style that the Lady
Tigers were known for last year.
Browne led the Lady Tigers last year
with 13 goals and 12 assists and was
named Soccer America's Freshman
of the Year. Arrington was the second leading scorer and received
All-ACC honors.
"They have a willingness to
learn and a great work rate. I only
see us getting better in this area and
more difficult to defend," Bramble

said.
In the back, Katie Carson, a three
year starter, will be the defense's
leader. Bramble said, "Another
strength is our experience and
senior leadership, especially in the
goal from Katie Carson. Her 0.63
goals against average placed her on
the All-ACC team as well.
The Lady Tigers did lose three
long-time starters in the back and
midfield, but there is senior leadership in both places to help the transition run smoothly. In the back,
senior Leigh Clark returns, along
with sophomore Alison Sinclair.
Tricia Williams and Tatum
Clowney bring senior leadership to
the midfield, and, sophomore
Alison Mitchell has experience as a
starter. Fortunately, with the depth
of the team, Bramble has many different options to look at to fill in the
holes.
"Our overall depth is a great
strength. There are a good eight or
nine players vying for three or four
spots (at defender). Irrespective of
who starts, we will be solid in the
back and have good depth in this
area," Bramble said.

In the midfield, junior Rachel
Gallegos and freshman Paige
Ledford will vie for starting positions and provide more unit depth.
Ledford is one of Bramble's new
recruits whom he is very excited
about.
"Our recruiting efforts were
excellent. We tried to fill the holes
created by the seniors, and I think
we did a great job with that,"
Bramble said. "We will be able to
bring at least five players from the
bench who can have a major
impact.
"UNC will be licking their chops
for this game after we knocked
them off here last year and took the
ACC title," Bramble said. The Lady
Tigers look to have another great
season in store for them this year.
All of that excites Bramble, but
there is something more about this
team that he is most proud. "I love
this team's determination and their
work ethic. That's not something
that you can find everywhere,"
Bramble said. "These girls do great
things on and off the soccer field.
They are all great students and do a
lot for their community."

DAN GONZALEZ/photo editor

OFF TO THE RACES: Senior Tatum Clowney chases down a ball in action
on Tuesday evening.

The Tigers may have fumbled
around, but the victory was ours.
Rarely has there been a more
anticipated opening day for
Clemson football. With much preseason attention brought to the
Tigers in the off-season, there was a
feeling that they, too, were anticipating September 1st. Last year's opening game resulted in a 38-0 blowout,
a mere warm-up game for the
Tigers. That's quite different when
compared to this year's game
against the UCF Golden Knights.
The scene at Death Valley was
set with 75,000 in attendance, who
sat patiently through a slight drizzling rain for most of the game.
UCF and Clemson had never met
before Saturday, but the Tigers were
quite aware of their "giant killer"
status. UCF is a team that is
equipped with a huge offensive line
that averages 310 pounds, as well as
last year's 25th ranked defense, and
a sharp quarterback in Ryan
Schneider.
"They come in, have a couple of

big games a year. They're well
coached, they have good skill guys,
and they had a great plan," said
Head Coach Tommy Bowden of
UCF
UCF received the ball first in the
first quarter, only to be stopped by a
defense that was obviously still
running . After receiving the punt
from UCF, Clemson started out
with great field position at their
own 45 yard line. Clemson's prize
offensive recruit, Roscoe Crosby,
lined up on the first play. Crosby
later stated that he was told on
Friday night that he would get the
ball on the first offensive play He
did.
"It was hard for me to go to sleep
(Friday night)," Crosby said. "But it
was an exciting feeling. I was just
hoping to get positive yardage and
get off to a good start for my season."
Quarterback
Woodrow
Danztler toss'ed a shovel pass to
Crosby that resulted in a 12-yard
gain.
Running off this momentum,
the Tigers quickly and easily drove
the remainder of the field and
scored off a short 5-yard pass to
Travis Zachery. Aaron Hunt added
the extra point. The drive consisted
of only nine plays and took 2:56 off
the clock. This would be, by far, the
SEE BALL, PAGE 13

[PHILOSOPHYOF SOCCER]

NET GOALS

DAN GONZAUZ/photo editor

TAKEOFF: Sophomore Oguchi Onyewu earned All-ACC honors as afreshman last season.

HOLLI ARMSTRONG

sports editor

Oguchi Onyewu considers
himself a simple man with
a few basic philosophies.
Number one: Always expect
the worst, but hope for the best.
When Onyewu received first
team All-ACC nods last season,
he was not exactly surprised.
"If anything, it was unexpected,"
said Onyewu, who was the second Clemson freshman to make
first-team All-ACC since 1981.
"I'm glad someone saw me fit to
be nominated."
When most players first come
into a program, they expect to
warm the bench for a while, but
not Onyewu. Having started all
20 games as a freshman, Onyewu
felt right at home, even amongst
the upperclassman, who worked
hard to become acclimated to the
team. He finished his freshman

campaign with 34 shots, five
goals and five assists on the season.
Number two: If you try to
focus on too many things, everything will crumble.
While playing for the U-20
national team in Argentina at the
world championships this summer, someone from the FC Metz
club saw Onyewu play. They were
impressed and invited him to
come and work out with their
professional first division club.
Onyewu trained for a week, but
then had to make a decision.
Onyewu could stay and play
for France as a professional soccer
player, or return to Tiger Town
and contend for an ACC or
national soccer title. Onyewu
chose Clemson.
"Going back is still an option,"
Onyewu said. "I'm keeping my
options open and trying to focus
SEE

GUCH, PAGE 13
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On the track of success: Train steams through CU
E.

KELLY LEACH

TimeOut editor
It was hard to miss the giant float
in the shape of a bee outside of
Littlejohn last Thursday. In fact, it
was hard to miss the concert in general as hundreds of students and
fans turned out to see Train on their
"Drops of Jupiter" tour.
Train who?—that question nearly
had my head bitten clean off by my
sister, Ashley, who yelled at me for
forgetting how she told me that they
were her favorite group (ever). Then
I got another earful about how "awesome" they were and how she "loved
every song on the CD" and that I was
like, "so lucky" they were coming to
my college.
Mainstream music is not my
thing. My sister is a pretty cool girl
though, so when we were offered
media passes to a barbeque at
Littlejohn where the band would be
for a little pre-concert shindig, I
accepted them, if, for nothing else,
just to make her insanely jealous.

The barbeque buffet left a lot to
the imagination as different members from media organizations and
concert staff gathered at tables in a
blocked off section. Armed with my
photographer, Dan, and a voice
recorder, I prepared myself for an
interview with them (though I am
embarrassed to admit that I didn't
even know what they looked like). I
was in the middle of my fourth
brownie, when all of a sudden the
chairs around us screeched out and
the tables drained in a stampede to
the table for autographs, leaving
Dan and I alone.
I guess that would be Train.
Dressed
in
comfortable
streetwear, the group of five was a
motley bunch of guys. Think a midwestern look with an edge. Outfitted
with their recent explosion of success (you can't turn on the radio
without hearing their song, and
their album made it to Billboard's
Heatseekers list), their earnest lyrics
and the lead singer's salubrious
voice makes girls like my sister
swoon Therefore, I was prepared for
them to be arrogant and condescending.
Well, I was. wrong.
We pawed our way through the
crowd, and I introduced myself and
started to ask the members questions. With all the commotion of the
crowd, I could barely squeak a word
in. I was being run over by amorous
fans who ALL wanted autographs.
In fact, every time I tried to ask a
question I was bumped out of the
way until I was finally able to elbow
my way back.
How did you get your start in
music?
The drummer, Scott Underwood,
was the first to answer me—something about a strip bar?
He was kidding.
That pretty much set the tone.
Incredibly unaffected by the fact
that some of the people surrounding

them could probably sing every
lyric on their albums, they went
along laughing and joking around.
"When you get into this business,
you play because you love it," commented lead singer Rob Monahan,
on a note of seriousness.
Bassist Charlie Colin agreed. "We
are incredibly lucky to have what
we do," he said.
The rest of the group was equally
excited about their tour. "Australia
was awesome," said lead guitarist
Jimmy Stafford, "In the future, we
would really like to tour Europe."
On occasion, I was able to pull a
group members or two away for pictures and figured one group picture
would be perfect to put in the paper.
That never happened.
Dan gave me a distressed look as
he juggled the cameras fans gave
him to take their pictures.
Traitor.
The concert itself wasn't much
better in terms of fighting the crowd

of people. However, in a surprising
twist, I was shocked to hear that
Train sounded exactly like they do
on the radio. With incredible energy,
they talked with the crowd in
between sets, and the crowd
responded with enthusiasm by
singing along to every song.
When they played their title
song, "Drops of Jupiter," a ballad
about a young man who wonders if
the girl he loves will stop "sorting
her oats" to be with him, the crowd
went crazy and the screams of every
young women reverberated endlessly in my ears. I'll admit, for someone
who isn't an enormous fan of mainstream music, I did get a chill up my
spine. There was something very
intense about the passion that the
crowd shared about this song.
Looking around, girls were even crying they were so touched by the
music and lyrics.
This pretty much carries with
the band everywhere; girls just go
nuts for this all-American band. On
the messageboard of their official
website, overzealous young female
fans argue back and forth about
who will have each member's baby
(despite the fact that three of the
members are officially taken).
With their signature prophetic
lyrics and eclectic instrumentation,
Train took the pop music culture by
storm three years ago when their
song "Meet Virginia" was placed on a
compilation CD released by Aware
Records', the same label that led
such groups as Better than Ezra and
Matchbox 20 to fame. The song
exploded all over the radio, and the
music video starring Rebecca
Gayheart (better know as the

Noxema girl) was nearly worn out
on MTV and VH-1.
Formed by lead . singer Pat
Monahan and singer/lead guitarist
Rob Hotchkiss in 1994, Train began
as a folk duo, playing coffeehouses
around San Francisco. Drawing on
influences of Led Zepplin and the
Beatles, as time progressed, so did
the duo's sound, with the addition of
electric guitarist, Jimmy Stafford.
Bassist Charlie Colin enlisted his
friend, drummer Scott Underwood,
(who by the way, are the only two of
the group who aren't married), and
Train was finally on the right track
to success.
Since that time, the Californiabased group has traveled all over the
United States and Australia, first
opening for others, until the fans
began to demand more of them. On
their own, they started to tour across
the country, playina^o sold out
venues as their albums, first their
self-titled debut an<? then Drops of
Jupiter, reached popularity of
immense proportions. Currently,
their title song, "Drops of Jupiter"
has held strong near the top of the
Billboard Hot 100 for 26 weeks. The
album itself is thought by many to
be an excellent display of traditional rock that is rendered timeless.
It is refreshing that in a day of
loud defiant music, a group can produce an album (or in Train's case, a
few of them) that remains grounded
in positive things. With a momentum that should last them for a good
while longer, Train's blend of
rhythm, strings and animated
vocals are unique in itself and
should help to propel the group to
further success.
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ON THE AIR

WSBF
Friday
11 AM - KATIE
JONES AND
ELIZABETH
GOUDELOCK1 PM
NICK MAGANINI

http://wsbf.clemson.edu

September 7September 14

Saturday

Sunday

manday

tuesday

7 PM - MIKE
BONEY

3 PM - MATT BARR
AND RORY RILEY

9 AM - NILANKA
SENEVIRATNE

1 AM - BRIAN
BUCKLEY

5 PM - RYAN
PHILLIPS

11 AM - NATHAN
KRIEG

9 AM - JANELLE
LIPSCOMB

1 PM - BRYAN K.
SMITH

1 PM - BRIAN
BUCKLEY

7 PM - "THE
PROTOGRESSIVE
SHOW" WITH JOE
DELLA FERRA

1 PM - LEE
SCHNEIDER

11 AM - WILL BETZ

3 PM - THOMY
GIBBONS

3 PM - JOEY
MCGUINESS

5 PM - TIM FUCHS

7 PM - "SONS OF
THUNDER" WITH
PHIL TOWNSEND
AND NATE
CARBAUGH

9 PM - JACK
BERNO

3 PM - MIKE
SIMMONS

9 PM - AMA
WERTZ AND ADAM
SNIDER

5 PM - BRANDON
MORGAN
7 PM - "FRIDAYZ"
WITH JEFF KING,
MIKE BONEY, AND
JACK BERNO

88.1
f
m
on your radio dial

* ALL SHOWS RUN
FOR 2 HOURS
EXCEPT FOR
"FRIDAYZ" WHICH
RUNS FOR 4
HOURS FRIDAY
NIGHT FROM 7-11
PM.

11 PM - JAMAAL
COLLINS - REGGAE

3 PM - BOBBY
CONGDON
5 PM - NEWS/TALK
7 PM - "MELLOW
MOODS ROOTS
MUSIC: BOOGIE
DOWN SWAMP DIP"
WITH CAPTAIN DON
MORGAN, THE
BLUESMAN
9 PM - MATT
CRISLER
11 PM - JEFF
BANDY AND MATT
SIMPSON

1 PM - RYAN
FINNIE
3 PM - ERIC
RODGERS
5 PM - TODD
CANTRELL
7 PM - "NASTY
HABITS" WITH
KYLE WINSLOW HARDCORE
9 PM - "THE WILD
SIDE" WITH RICK
MCBRIDE - ROCK 'N
ROLL
11 PM - PATRICK
MILLS

Wednesday
1 AM

ROB MOTTIER

7 PM - ROTATING
SPECIALTY SHOW THIS WEEK (9/12):
BRANDON MORGAN
WITH A LOOK AT
THE WORK OF LOU
REED
9 PM"CRUNCHY'S
REVENGE" WITH
RYAN ORENDORF
AND THOMPSON
MEFFORD - HIPPIE/FOLK

thursday
1 AM - CODY
CHANCE

9 PM - BROOKE
MARSH
H PM - MIKE
TREHY

11 PM - LINDSAY
WHITESIDE

■*»

clemson cable
network
http://ccn.clemsDn.edu
channel ID

Clemson C.tWe Net

September 7September 14

Telephone: B5B-I22B
E-mail: ccn@clemspn.edu

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

manday

tuesday

Wednesday

thursday

12:00 AM-CCN
ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

12:00 AM - CCN
ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

12:00AM -CCN
ORIGINAL PRODUCTIONS

12:00 AM - CCN
ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

12:00 AM-CCN ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

12:00 AM-CCN ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

12:00 AM -CCN
ORIGINAL PRODUCTIONS
1:00 AM-BEDAZZLED

1:00AM -COURAGE
UNDER FIRE

1:00 AM-PERMANENT
MIDNIGHT

1:00 AM-X-MEN

1:00 AM-PANIC

3:00 AM -COURAGE
UNDER FIRE

3:00 AM -THE CELL

3:00 AM -BEDAZZLED
5:00 AM-REQUIEM
FOR A DREAM

3:00 AM DUNGEONS &
DRAGONS

7:00 AM-QUILLS

5:00 AM -THE CELL

10:00 AM-COURAGE
UNDER FIRE

7:00 AM - PUMP UP
THE VOLUME

1:00AM -REQUIEM
FOR A DREAM
3:00 AM -PUMP UP
THE VOLUME
5:00AM -BEDAZZLED
7:00AM -DUDE,
WHERE'S MY CAR
9:00 AM - PANIC

1:00 AM - DUDE,
WHERE'S MY CAR
3:00 AM PERMANENT
MIDNIGHT
5:00 AM - THE BEACH
7:00 AM - CAST AWAY

3:00 AM-PANIC
5:00 AM-QUILLS
8:00 AM-BEDAZZLED

11:00 AM-COURAGE
UNDER FIRE

12:00 PM-CCN RADIO
SPOT

11:00 AM-AUSTIN
POWERS 2

1:00 PM-PUMP UP THE
VOLUME

2:00 PM-DUDE,
WHERE'S MY CAR

3:00 PM-CCN RADIO
SPOT

4:00 PM-CCN RADIO
SPOT

5:00 PM-PANIC

5:00 PM-REQUIEM FOR
A DREAM

1:00 PM - COURAGE
UNDER FIRE

12:00 PM - CCN
RADIO SPOT

1:00 PM - AUSTIN
POWERS 2

3:00 PM - CCN RADIO
SPOT

2:00 PM BEDAZZLED

5:00 PM - RUSH HOUR
7:00 PM - CCN ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

4:00PM -CCN
RADIO SPOT

7:00 PM-CCN ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

7:00 PM-CCN
ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

3:00PM -CCN
RADIO SPOT
5:00 PM - LITTLE
'
NICKY

5:00 PM - PUMP UP
THE VOLUME

9:00 PM-CAST AWAY

9:00 PM -QUILLS

9:00 PM-CAST AWAY

7:00 PM - CCN

2:00 PM-THE BOILER
ROOM
4:00 PM-CCN RADIO
SPOT
5:00 PM-DUDE,
WHERE'S MY CAR

11:00AM -THE
BEACH

ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

9:00 PM - THIRTEEN
DAYS

7:00 PM - CCN
ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS
9:00 PM - THIRTEEN
DAYS

T

8:00 AM-PERMANENT
MIDNIGHT
10:00 AM-CCN RADIO
SPOT

10:00 AM DUNGEONS &
DRAGONS

9:00 AM PERMANENT
MIDNIGHT

7:00 AM-THIRTEEN DAYS

5:00 AM-THIRTEEN DAYS

10:00 AM-THE BEACH

10:00 AM-CCN RADIO
SPOT

11:00 AM - PERMANENT
MIDNIGHT

12:00 PM-CCN RADIO
SPOT

5:00 AM-PUMP UP THE
VOLUME

7:00 PM-CCN ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS
9:00 PM-MEN OF HONOR

1:00 PM-PANIC
3:00 PM-CCN RADIO
SPOT
5:00 PM-PERMANENT
MIDNIGHT
7:00 PM-CCN ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS
9:00 PM-QUILLS
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Bridgetjones'Diary is
a comedic, honest riot
BRIDGET JONES' DIARY

Helen Fielding

JAMI FAGG

assistant timeout editor
It usually is professed that seeing the movie first will ruin the
book because of all the differences, but this was not the case
with
Bridget Jones' Diary.
Although there were a few differences in the plot, seeing the movie
allowed me to become friends
with Bridget, and reading the
book was like getting to know her
better.
Bridget Jones represents the
average woman: she struggles
with her weight, her career, her
family and, most of all, with men.
It is incredibly easy to relate to her.
In fact, sharing in Bridget's antics
really helped me to laugh at
things that had left me feeling sad.
A thirty-something "singleton,"
Bridget suffers from post-holiday
depression after being tricked into
going to holiday parties by her
mother, who is trying to "help" her
find a man. Following a New
Year's party where she is humiliated by a group of "smug marrieds,"
she makes a resolution — a few of
them, in fact.
Throughout the next year,
Bridget resolves to lose weight,
stop smoking, drink less, further
her career, find the right man,
develop inner poise and keep
track of it all in her diary. She confides her hopes and dreams along
with her consumption of 5277
cigarettes.
jOver the course of 365 days, she

gains 74 pounds but loses 72,
makes a serious "man mistake"
involving an affair with her boss,
finds a new and perhaps promising career and helps her parents
keep it together as their marriage
begins to crumble. She manages to
do all this in addition to meeting
the most unlikely Prince
Charming.
Bridget Jones' Diary deserves
five paws because it is a wonderfully funny fairy tale that happens to an average girl rather than
a princess. This book gave me
back my faith in fairy tales. You
never know. Something like this
just might happen to you.

THE TIGER'S RATING GUIDE

#'«V«V«',& Five Paws
So good that we would experience it sober.

ifcifclfcifc

Four Paws

Definitely worth your time and money.

jfetfjtfj

Three Paws

Not stellar, hut worth checkingout.

ifc tgi

Two Paws

Not worth your money, steal it/rom a friend.

fffir

One Paw

An incredibly poor display ojwasted effort. .

I or is it a
drop-by?

DROP

and meet the geniuses behind it all
O

at least, that's what the Editors call themselves
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plus, get some

FREE
Media Center
.PIZZA
@ 7:00pm
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on the third
floor in the
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Everything I wear was made in a sweatshop

I

don't like it, but that's the way
it is. It's a basic fact. From an
economic standpoint, the
cheapest labor for producing textiles lies in small, underdeveloped countries. The cost of producing textiles in the U.S. would
make it tough for many companies to stay afloat, since the workers in this country are allowed to
unionize and demand sanitary
working conditions and livable
wages. It's not that the people in
these underdeveloped countries
are not allowed to form their own
unions to demand better working
conditions, they are, but they
know if they do, they can probably expect to be assassinated.
My main problem with the
evil textile industry is not that
they use cheaper non-American
labor to produce their product,
it's that instead of passing the
savings onto the customer, they
simply pocket the change. Sure,
everyone wants to make as much
money as they possibly can (well,
at least everyone in the U.S.), but

there needs to be safeguards to
Now I bet you're asking, "Well,
ensure that people aren't being what can I do to not aid the
exploited for the sake of profits. exploitation of these poverty
This is probably most easily stricken people just trying to
accomplished through consumer make ends meet?" Yeah right,
advocacy.
what do you care. But if you're
Have you ever really thought one of the few who actually do
about
care, then there's
where the
really nothing
clothes you
you can do anybuy come
way. How's that
P Dan Gonzalez
from? Well,
for optimism?
TEyl ' Photo editor
since you're
Inevitably,
really
almost
every
bored, pull
article of clothout the tag
ing you own was
on
your
manufactured in
shirt and see what it says. It's a sweatshop. Even buying thrift
most likely somewhere over in clothes is contributing to the
Asia, or south of the Rio Grande— problem. Just because you're the
unless you wear some sort of sub- second owner doesn't change
standard, overpriced American where they were made.
product. Who are we kidding
So the problem really comes
anyway? I'm not dumb. I know down to this: would you rather
that if I stand-out there and have peace of mind knowing that
protest, they're only going to raise your money isn't contributing to
the price of the clothes that I have the exploitation of less fortunate
to buy, because they are sure as people, or would you rather pay
hell not going to eat the loss.
less for those Old Navy cargo

shorts? I think we all know the
answer to that one. At least
maybe now the thought will
cross your mind before your next
GAP shopping spree. It's important, dammit.
So now when you reread the
copy of last week's NYC fall fashion preview (cough), you can
keep in mind where your hard
earned cash is going to end up.
You're handing it all over to little
French guys with names like
"Gucci" and "Versace." So what
can you do to win the war against
the Frenchies? Well, you should
all buy your clothes secondhand,
naturally, and if you do feel the
need to shop at department or
name-brand stores, then you
should definitely buy from the
clearance racks. After all, you
wouldn't want to give them any
more money than they already
have.
Dan Gonzalez is a senior majoring in
computer science. Email comments
to timeout@tiger.clemson.edu.

Clinique 8-pc.

FREE GIFT
BUY ANYTHING CLINIQUE FOR 17.50 OR MORE AND GET
THIS 8-PIECE GIFT FREE EXCLUSIVELY AT BElK

GREAT SKIN SPECIALISTS, MAKEUP MUST-HAVES, AND MORE ARE YOURS,
TO-GO. YOUR CLINIQUE BONUS INCLUDES THESE FAVORITES:
• Moisture Surge Lipstick SPF15 in Lipblush • Clinique Happy Soap • Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion
• Stop Signs Hand Repair • Sheer Powder Blusher in Silk Bronze • Rinse-Off Eye Makeup Solvent
•Anti-Gravity Firming Lift Cream. • Credit Card Holder. One bonus to a customer please, while supplies last.
Available atyour area upstate Belkstore.

belk.com
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Jay and Silent
Bob steal their
own movie
JAY AND SILENT BOB
STRIKE BACK

Company: Miramax Films
Rated: R
Review:

E.C.

RENEW

staff writer
Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back is
the latest effort from innovative
writer/director/actor Kevin Smith
who is responsible for such cult classics as Dogma and Ma 11 rats. The Jay
and Silent Bob characters (played, as
always, by Jason Mewes and Smith,
respectively) were first introduced
in Smith's 1993 debut, Clerks, which
won the multi-talented filmmaker
acclaim from critics and audiences
alike. This success has enabled him
to continue along the artistic course
of his choosing. Finally, this path (to
the delight of his many fans) has led
him to make a film centering on the
loveable losers, Jay and Silent Bob.
The highly anticipated quasi-sequel
to Chasing Amy proves well worth
the wait (to the further delight of
this avid Kevin Smith fan).
In a previous episode, the New
Jersey stoners inspire the comic
book Bluntman and Chronic, which
they are shocked to find, is being
made into a feature film sans their
permission (and cut of the profit).
Looking for answers, this dynamic
duo runs straight to their old friend,
Holden (Ben Affleck), the co-creator
of the Bluntman and Chmnic comic,
only to find that he has sold his
share to his forjafef artistic partner,
Bankie (Jason fLee). Here, they are
introduced to the Internet and, more
specifically, a bulletin board on the
upcoming movie based on their
characters. They find the site less
than complimentary, not only to the
fictional superheroes, Bluntman and
Chronic, but to the "real" Jay and
Silent Bob as well. Refusing to make
a distinction between real life and
the anonymity of the Internet chat
site, our boys vow revenge against
the ruthless computer nerds who
patronize it.
This revelation changes the tone
of the film and sends the card-carrying drug dealers on their adventure
into the unknown world outside of
their favorite New Jersey convenience store parking lot. They set
out for Hollywood, intending to put
a stop to production of the film.
They make lots of new friends along
the way, including an experimental
orangutan, a cast of beloved cartoon
characters, a group of international
jewel thieves and a by-the-book nun.
The wittily vulgar and explicit
hijinks that constitute the plot and
dialogue are first-rate smut. Smith
delivers his usual barrage of bathroom and sexual humor shamelessly and masterfully. The story moves
along at a rapid and gut-busting
pace in the first two-thirds, but
slows a bit in the penultimate
scenes. This, however, does not
detract from audience enjoyment,
but serves as a much-needed break
before the high action of the final
scene.
One aspect of the film that is less
satisfying is its predictability. While
the plot twists and turns wildly during the early and middle scenes, the
later ones are more easily anticipated, although no less funny. There is
very little change in Jay and Silent
Bob characters, which could be a
cue that this may not truly be their
final chapter (here's hoping).
If you are looking for an intellectual or light comedy, this is not the
movie to see, but if a wildly irreverent and unforgivingly vulgar flick is
what you are after, this film is sure to
satisfy!
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Freshmen can
always use
more advice
E. KELLY LEACH
TimeOut editor

You're 18 and just moved into
your dorm. You're away from
parental curfews, and you're looking for some action.
Forget about what you may
have seen on TV and movies, or
heard about in those hopelessly
romantic stories your older sister
told you about how great college
life is.
Welcome to reality, this is your
life. Little delusions will quickly
be debunked, your roommate
who sounded so great on the
phone turns out to be a real
weirdo, your room itself is a
cement shoebox and the parties
weren't quite as exciting as you
had hoped. Take heart, though.
College won't be dreary and
depressing as long as you shed
those rose-tinted glasses, and fast!
Although you are finally on your
own and able to spread your
wings as an "adult," there are a
few fantasies that need to be
burst.
First of all, don't walk into
your chemistry lab expecting all
of the cute guys or girls to flock to
you, or want you to flock to them.
Guess what? Even if you enroll in
a class targeted at the opposite sex
hoping to be a minority, chances
are they still aren't going to throw
themselves at you. In addition,
remember that this isn't The
Pelican Brief, and no matter how
attractive any of your professors
might be, do not hit on them
because they do not want to date
you. They have seen thousands of
kids pass through their classes,
and you are definitely not the
cutest person ibsff have ever laid
j«yes on. Nor are^Du worth losing
j their job over.
If you are still wagging like a
puppy in heat about the idea of
dating, an important thing to
remember—though simple—is to
be yourself and be friendly.
If you want to meet people,
participate in the dorm activities
scheduled by your RA. Chances
are, if it is a coed building and you
meet someone you like, the walk
of shame will not be as long or
embarrassing.
Another good way to meet
people is to join a club sport such
as rugby. Such athletic clubs will
not only give you an opportunity
to stave off the Freshman 30 by
keeping you in shape, but they
also offer a great chance to meet
people (not to mention that these
clubs typically throw fantastic
parties).
If you must meet people in
class, take one that encourages
social interaction, such as most
speech and theater classes. Don't
expect your math class to be a
hotbed of dating.
All things considered, a
watched pot never boils, and you
probably will not find anyone
interesting if you spend all of
your free time scouring bars or
parties. Granted, it might lead to
a hot sweaty fling or two or four,
but it will rarely result in anything meaningful. Though it
might seem great for the local
player, there's also more to dating
than partying, drinking and
screwing on someone's couch.
Don't rush things. Sex has its
moments, but too often in college
it also has more than its share of
awkward situations. If you take
your time, get to know each other
and, most importantly, communicate, the sex will be all that much
better. And what's more impressive? Scoring on the first date or
three hours of really great sex?
Moreover, be realistic and safe,
and don't believe everything
you're told. Go out and experience it for yourself.
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Summer Catch strikes out in theaters
SUMMER CATCH

Company: Warner Brothers
Rated: PG-13
Review:

»'*«i
ASHLEY FAGG

staff writer
For all of you sports fans that
loved Varsity Blues, an exciting
new summer baseball film has
just arrived. Summer Catch is
about a young man who explores
his talent for baseball, a new love
and who he really is, all in one
unforgettable summer. And if
that's not enough, teen heartthrobs Freddie Prinze, Jr., and
Jessica Biel light up the screen
with a steamy romance.
Speaking of teen heartthrobs,
this movie, which is primarily
geared to a high school audience,
is full of stars from the "Brat Pack
of the Millennium." In addition to
Prinze and Biel, the movie also
stars Matthew Lillard from
Scream and Brittany Murphy
from Clueless. Even though this
was a fun, cute movie, don't get
caught up in going to see Summer
Catch, because it wasn't all that. In

fact, the writers were obviously
clueless, and the plot lacks any
depth.
In keeping with the trend of
"feel good" teen flicks, there is no
more to Summer Catch than what
meets the eye.
Ryan Dunne
(Prinze) is an incredibly talented
baseball pitcher who has been
chosen to participate in an elite
Cape Cod league. Ryan's life is anything but elite, though. He works
long hours for his alcoholic
father's landscaping business,
mowing the lawns of the rich
"summer people." This is where he
meets high society girl Tenley

Parrish (Biel). Their immediate
attraction grows into something
very special quickly. However,
their relationship is a struggle
from the beginning, because
Ryan's father wants him to focus
on baseball, and Tenley's father is
horrified at the thought of his
daughter dating the lawn boy.
That is not the only struggle
Dunne must face throughout the
summer. He has always dreamed
of being a major league baseball
player. The Cape Cod summer
league is his final chance to get
noticed by a major league scout.
Since his mother's death, though,

Ryan often chokes up on the
pitchers mound. His relationship
with Tenley helps calm his fears of
pitching. She tells him, "If you
want big rewards, you gotta take
big risk." Ryan also helps Tenely
overcome her fears of her overbearing father.
I won't tell you how the story
ends, but considering it follows
the Cinderella storyline (like most
teen flicks), I'm sure you can guess.
This was a lighthearted romantic
comedy, and I would recommend
taking younger siblings to see it. It
lacked the depth that most college
students look for in a movie.

CamnusEvents
Chess in Java City

'Permanent Midnight"

5pm in Cooper Library

^Fri, Sept 7 - 8pm
McKissickTheatre

Card Tournament
7pm in Edgar's

Band at Edgar's Pub
"Four Daze"
at 10pm

PERMANENT
nNI(THTl

DJ Willy &
Cosmic Bowling
10pm-2am
Underground

Open Mic Night
8pm-12am Edgar's Pub

"Joy Ride"
Wed, Sept 12-9pm
Tillman Auditorium

Quiz Bowl Scrimmages

"A Knight's Tale"

6pm-7:30pm Student Senate Chambers

Sat, Sept 8 - 8pm
McKissickTheatre

CPR-Community First-Aid & Safety
Short course begins - register online

Clemson vs. Wofford

Jlf jmyvi-g.^ L» llHK*

Tailgate in
Edgar's Pub

Billards Tournament
7pm Underground

, / AJ j j

~J

American Chambers Players

«•

Gaming Session at Hendrix
7pm-2am Meeting Rooms A&B

-j'jJilih-jiJjjMi)

8pm Brooks Center

Aromatherapy for Beginners
& World of Beers
Short courses begin - register online

Scrapbooking Basics
Short course begins

Movie "Fight Club'jt

Register online - httjx//union,demson.edu/upac/sc/

Fri, Sept 14 - 8pm McKissick Theatre

http://www.union.clemson.edu/upac/

I

Phone; 656-UPAC

UNION PROGRAMS &
ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
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WHATSHAPPENING
FRIDAY, SEPT. 7

SATURDAY, SEPT. 8

• Five Way Friday at
the Esso Club $3 cover
11pm
• Dezeray's Hammer at
Wild Wing Cafe,
Greenville Cover $8-10
11:30pm
• Saffire-The Uppity
Blues Women at the
Handlebar, Greenville
$15 cover 9pm
• Damn Yankees at the
Oconee Comm. Theatre.
Show Sept. 7-9, 14-15
8pm-

• Exactus (formerly No
Wake) at the Esso Club
POST GAME
• Dave Matthews Cover
Band (DMCB) at the
Handlebar, Greenville
SUNDAY, SEPT. 9
• Surfword at the
Handlebar, Greenville
7:30pm
WEDNESDAY, SEPT.
12
• Marcia Ball at the

Handlebar, Greenville $15
cover 8:30pm
THURSDAY, SEPT. 13
• American Chamber
Players at the Brooks
Center FREE 8pm
• Commander Cody &
Lost Planet Airmen
Handlebar, Greenv. $10
9pm
FRIDAY, SEPT. 14
• Cinderella at the
Clemson Little Theatre.
Showing Sept. 14-16, 2123 8pm '

• Dezeray's Hammer at
Magnolia Street Pub,
Spartanburg Cover $8-10
11:30pm
• David Lindley &
Wally Ingram at the
Handlebar, Greenville $ 16
cover 9pm
SATURDAY, SEPT. 15
• Backyard Green at the
Esso Club $4 cover 11pm
• Dezeray's Hammer at
Magnolia Street Pub,
Spartanburg Cover $8-10
11:30pm
• Donna the Buffalo at
the Handlebar, Greenville
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TO UST EVENTS W THE
CALENDAR FREE,
CAJLL 656-0986

$12 cover 8:30pm
MONDAY, SEPT. 17
• Festival of the African
American Literature and
the Arts at the Brooks
Center. Showing Sept. 1721
TUESDAY, SEPT. 18
• "Growing up Gullah"
and Harvey Gantt lecturer
at the Brooks Center
FREE 8pm

HOROSCOPES
ARIES
(MARCH 21-APRIL 19)
Today, people around you will
feel different. Nothing is
wrong with you. Be nice.
Tomorrow everyone will
understand it was not your
problem.

TAURUS
(APRIL 20-MAY 20)
This week will end on a bad
note. However, there is
always next week. Hopefully,
the rain will stop falling and
the sun will shine through. A
rainbow is in the distance.

GEMINI
(MAY 21-JUNE 21)
Lazy days are over, so take
your head out of the clouds.

Start working hard, because
something big will arise, and
you don't want to have to sit
at home doing work.

options and go to a grocery
store.

CANCER
(JUNE 22-JULY 22)

Life is hitting a snag right
now, but tomorrow things
will be better. Attend a
sporting event on campus,
and you will meet your new
best friend in the middle of
the stadium.

Tonight you'll need someone
who cares about you other
than your boy/girlfirend.
Hang out with those you've
been around with for years
and the night will become
special.

LEO
(JULY 23-AUGUST 22)
Though you've been waiting
on the balcony for years,
Romeo will be just a bit
longer. Take a shower and
stop waiting. Rethink your

DO CELEBRITIES
FASCINATE YOU?
STOP BY THE THIRD FLOOR OF THE HENDRK
STUDENT CENTER AND THINK ABOUT JOiNING
THE TIGER ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

SUNDAY
SEPT. 9,7pm
come write for
TimeOut

VIRGO
(AUG. 23-SEPT. 22)

SCORPIO
(OCT. 24-NOV. 21)
Today you feel a sense of
pride. Don't let it overwhelm
everybody, but show them
who has the stuff. Be in
charge of something fun and
make everybody happy.

SAGITTARIUS
(NOV. 22-DEC. 21)

LIBRA
(SEPT. 23QCT. 23)
Adventure is what you need
right now. Get out of this
area and just let it all go.
Hiking sounds like a good
idea, or perhaps camping on
the football field is easier.

You have just learned something new. Make sure you
get it right and teach others
your new skill. Take advantage of the long run effects.
Your future looks good.

CAPRICORN (DECEMBER
22-JANUARY 19)
Your near future looks bleak.

Don't give up. There are
things today that will make
you temporarily sane.
Tomorrow may be worse, but
the next will be better.

AQUARIUS (JANUARY
20-FEBRUARY 18)
You've just accomplished
something great. Don't just
sit back and admire it.
Something even greater is
coming up soon, so keep up
chugging along.

PISCES (FEBRUARY 19MARCH 20)
Your day may be crap, and
tomorrow looks the same as
today, but no worries. By the
end of the week, something
special will occur. Just wait
for it to come to you.

Taps 2001
Redistribution will take
place the week of Sept. 17
21 from 10-6 on the 1st
floor of the
Hendrix Center

t

